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1. Objectives and methodology

Background and objectives

The GSCA commissioned this research to determine what factors influence consumer
decisions to attend an educational giant screen film, and to document the impact of shifting
demographic trends on that decision-making process. The last worldwide study of GSCA
audience demographics and opinions was conducted in 2003, and the GSCA needs an upto-date understanding of the consumer marketplace. Results of the 2014 research will be
used by the association and individual member organizations to:
•

Demonstrate to sponsors and underwriters the value of reaching a Giant Screen
audience.

•

Effectively market Giant Screen venues and content.

•

Differentiate the Giant Screen experience from other competing forms of entertainment.

•

Develop content and experiences that will attract and retain audiences.

To support these needs, the research:
•

Profiles and describes Giant Screen viewer audiences, in order to support a compelling
value proposition to potential sponsors and underwriters.

•

Provides results that enable filmmakers to produce content that succeeds in the Giant
Screen market place.

•

Comprehensively assesses factors that influence consumers’ decisions in choosing to
attend an educational Giant Screen film, including the role of marketing/media,
characteristics of the film (genre, 3D/2D, cost, etc.), who makes the decision, and the role
of the theater in attracting visitors to the institution or vice versa.
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Methodology

The research incorporates data from current Giant Screen audiences (Audience Survey) and
consumers in the general population (General Market).
• The Audience Survey represents current Giant Screen audiences, and provides an accurate, up-

to-date profile of the audiences for documentary films and Giant Screen theaters.
• The General Market survey identifies attitudes and opinions about Giant Screen entertainment in

the broader population, with the purpose of informing strategies to increase consumer interest in
documentary Giant Screen films and Giant Screen theaters.
• Data were collected from March 10 – April 5, 2014 in North America and from July 7 -- August 3,

2014 in Europe and China.
Audience Survey Overview
•

Respondents are age 16 or older. Consumers attending as part of a school group are not
included in the data. While school groups are important, they are a distinct audience with unique
characteristics that require a dedicated research study.

•

Thirty six Giant Screen theaters in the US (22), Canada (4), UK (3), China (1), Denmark (1),
France (1), Greece (1), Netherlands (1), Sweden (1), and Switzerland (1) supported data
collection. Theaters invited audience members to participate in the survey by distributing printed
invitations to audience members at the theater or by emailing survey invitations to their database
of audience members.

•

All data were collected through an online survey.

General Market Survey Overview
•

Respondents are age 16 or older and pay for entertainment outside their home at least once a
month. In most countries, General Market Consumers reside in metro areas with Giant Screen
theaters. (Sampling was done nationally in the smaller countries of Netherlands, Sweden, and
Switzerland.)

•

All respondents are members of the Toluna online consumer research panel.
Global
Total

North
America

Europe

Attended Giant Screen theater in last three months

1554

1068

450
+4.6

+16.6

All Audience Survey respondents

2622

1656

866

117

General Market Consumers

2495

995

1000

500

Total respondents

5117

2651

1866

617

China

Audience Members
Margin of error, 95% confidence interval, in percentage points
Margin of error, 95% confidence interval, in percentage points
Margin of error, 95% confidence interval, in percentage points
Margin of error, 95% confidence interval, in percentage points
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+2.5
+1.9
+2.0
+1.4

+3.0
+2.4
+3.1
+1.9

+3.3
+3.1
+2.3

36

+9.1
+4.4
+3.9

Methodology (continued)

Survey Content
•

The survey averaged 18 minutes in length for the Audience Survey, and 16 minutes for General
Market consumers.

•

The comprehensive survey included questions on:
•

demographics

•

entertainment consumption habits

•

information gathering and decision making for Giant Screen film/theater attendance

•

overall interest in and satisfaction with Giant Screen theaters and content

•

awareness and perceptions of major labels, buzzwords and technology used in the industry

•

preferred genres/film types and characteristics of documentary Giant Screen films

•

opinions of the Giant Screen theater experience
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2. Executive summary

Executive summary: Profile of the documentary Giant Screen audience

Educational Giant Screen films attract audiences across a range of life stages and household
configurations. The largest segment of the educational Giant Screen film audience are Families with
Children (38%); however, Baby Boomers and Beyond (30%) are also a large a segment of the
audience. In addition, Couples without Children (17%) and Singles (11%) contribute meaningfully to
the audience composition.
Families with Children are an important core audience; however, large portions of the audience
attend educational Giant Screen films without children in their group.
•

Nearly one-half (47%) of educational film audiences attend these films without children.

•

Among Baby Boomers and Beyond (consumers age 55+), 38% attend these films without
children.

Regardless of their life stage and household composition, the audience for educational Giant
Screen films are well-educated, middle/upper-middle income consumers who are desirable to
potential sponsors.
Film content, theater programming, and marketing communications should be inclusive of the
diverse audiences that attend educational Giant Screen films.
•

Many audience members are interested in content that is appropriate for all-ages, and also
content that is aimed at adults.

•

To the extent that marketing communications have focused on reaching Families with Children,
the research provides compelling evidence for also targeting other consumer segments.

Producers and theaters may also be able to expand their base of potential sponsors and
underwriters. There may be an entrenched belief that supporting educational Giant Screen films and
theaters benefits only sponsors that target Families with Children; this data provides compelling
evidence that other valuable consumer segments are present in the audience.
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Executive summary: Achieving growth

Motivating more frequent repeat visits is a critical challenge for filmmakers and theaters.
Consumers enjoy both the film and the overall experience, and the large majority of audience
members intend to return to see another film in the next year. Even among consumers who haven’t
seen a film recently, the majority enjoy the experience and plan to attend again in the future. Despite
high satisfaction and strong intent to return, most audiences visit infrequently. Educational Giant
Screen films have 30% share of audiences’ total theater visits: The typical audience member sees 3
educational Giant Screen films a year out of a total of 10 movies seen in a year.
Current audiences and lapsed audiences provide the best opportunities for growth. Bringing them
back to the theater with greater frequency will require:
•

Compelling film content and greater variety of content: Regardless of how much they enjoy the
Giant Screen experience, audiences want films on topics that interest them, and they want to be
entertained as much or more as they want to be educated.

•

Addressing price/value concerns: Ticket price—or perceived lack of value—is a primary barrier
to seeing an educational Giant Screen film. Theaters and filmmakers can address this barrier by
reducing price or by increasing the value of the experience. For example, most consumers are
more likely to visit if film lengths are longer or they’re offered a fuller experience (double-features,
combination tickets for films and exhibits, film and dining offers, etc.).

•

Investments in marketing: Educational Giant Screen films and theaters compete for consumer
mindshare, and consumers have many choices for onscreen entertainment at home and at other
theaters. Marketing support is essential for building consumer awareness of the theater as a
destination and promoting film content. Marketing content and media strategy should reflect the
diversity of the audience: the optimal message and channel for a Family with Children will be
different than for a Baby Boomer couple.
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Executive summary: Compelling film content

Compelling film content is critical in driving audience loyalty and more frequent attendance: the
Giant Screen theater experience alone is not sufficient to drive loyalty.
The film characteristics that are most likely to attract audiences include:
•

Entertainment and story-telling: The data strongly indicate that audiences will be more likely to
see educational films if the content is more than just informational: They want to be entertained
as much or more than they want to be educated and they want films that are more plot-driven. At
the same time, audiences do not show strong interest in fictional content in educational Giant
Screen films.

•

Experience duration: A majority of consumers will be more likely to see an educational Giant
Screen film if it provides a longer experience, such as a full-feature length (90 minutes or more)
film or other augmentations to the film experience.

•

Content for all ages: Audiences want content that provides a great experience for everyone in
their group, whether they are a Family with Children or a Baby Boomer couple.

•

Familiar genres/topics: Films about nature, oceans, space, science, travel, and flight are most
likely to drive attendance. Biography/history films also drive interest.

•

Effects, 3D: Sophisticated special effects like CGI, and 3D are among the top drivers of interest
in attending documentary Giant Screen films. While there is some 3D fatigue among audiences
and 3D and other effects should be used judiciously, these characteristics play an important role
in attracting audiences to the Giant Screen.
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Executive summary: Value of the theater in attracting audiences

For documentary Giant Screen audiences, the theater is an important driver of their visit to the
destination/attraction and an attraction in its own right.
•

More than half (55%) of recent documentary audiences visited only the theater (not the attraction)
on their most recent visit.

•

Being able to see a Giant Screen film increases likelihood to visit the destination/attraction for
the large majority (79%) of documentary audience members.

Theaters and the venues that house them should evaluate marketing investments to ensure the
theater is being utilized as an asset that attracts audiences independently from the rest of the
venue, and can be leveraged to increase overall venue attendance.
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Executive summary: Opportunities for growth with DMR films

Documentary audiences are also interested in seeing DMR/Hollywood content on the Giant Screen.
•

Among Audience Members who attended an educational/documentary Giant Screen film in the
last three months, 45% have also seen a DMR film on the Giant Screen in the last year.

•

Two-thirds (67%) of documentary audiences are more likely to visit the theater if it offers a choice
of both educational films and Hollywood-style movies.

DMR films attract a somewhat different audience than consumers who visit only to see documentary
films.
•

One in five (20%) Giant Screen theater audience members visits to see only DMR films.
Consumers who see only DMR films are more likely to be men, age 34 or younger, single or part
of a couple and less likely to have children compared to people who attend documentary films.

•

Consumers who see both DMR and documentary films on the Giant Screen see more movies of
all types, and more likely to pay for entertainment/activities outside their home on a regular basis.

The research was not designed to measure the extent to which DMR films can increase overall
attendance through more frequent visits from existing documentary audiences or by attracting new
audiences. While a large portion of documentary audiences also want to see DMR films on the
Giant Screen, it is possible that their attendance simply shifts from documentary to DMR content.
This dynamic will likely depend in large part on the individual theaters, the type of documentary and
DMR content offered, and marketing investment behind each type of content.
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Executive summary: Differentiating Giant Screen theaters

Giant Screen theaters need to demonstrate superiority beyond the audio-visual experience to
effectively compete with other local theaters.
•

Audience Members and General Market consumers see Giant Screen theaters as significantly
better than other theaters in their local area for technical superiority—screen size, image quality,
and sound system. Theater condition is also a strength for Giant Screen theaters.

•

Beyond technical superiority and theater condition, Giant Screen theaters are either at parity or at
a competitive disadvantage to other local theaters.

•

Perceived value or ticket price should be a priority to address. Ticket price is a top criterion when
consumers select a theater, and it is a primary reason that audiences don’t plan to return to Giant
Screen theaters. Perceived value can be addressed with longer films or longer in-theater
experiences, or offerings that give consumers more for their money (combination tickets, double
features, discounts, etc.).
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Executive summary: Technology, buzzwords and labels

The research examines consumer opinions of the various buzzwords, technology, and labels used
in the Giant Screen industry.
•

3D, Digital, IMAX and Giant Screen are familiar to the majority of audiences.

•

Dome and OMNIMAX/IMAX Dome are familiar labels in markets where these types of venues
exist, but less well-known outside those areas.

While 3D is a characteristic that drives interest in documentary Giant Screen films, the research
indicates 3D needs to be used selectively in films and on its own will not drive attendance for the
majority of audience members.
•

A large segment (43%) of the audience is experiencing 3D Fatigue—they’re losing interest in 3D,
prefer films not in 3D, or think 3D is overused.

•

While 3D Fans (consumers who prefer 3D, will pay more or will go out of their way for 3D) are a
smaller audience segment (26%), they are desirable because they see more movies of all types,
see more documentaries, and value the Giant Screen experience (image quality, screen size, and
sound system).

Both the Giant Screen and IMAX labels are valuable assets that can be used to differentiate films
and theaters from competing content/venues.
•

Both Giant Screen and IMAX have significant awareness among current documentary audiences
and the broader consumer market.

•

Giant Screen and IMAX hold very similar meanings for audiences: Both are seen as providing an
immersive experience, a better experience, very large screen, superior sound system and
highest quality image.

•

Both Giant Screen and IMAX have the power to attract audiences to a theater/film. Given the
choice, consumers prefer to see films in IMAX or on the Giant Screen than in other types of
theaters/formats. Preference for Giant Screen (68%) is somewhat stronger than for IMAX (58%)
among consumers familiar with each label.
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3. Detailed findings

a. Documentary Giant Screen audience profile

Documentary Giant Screen film audiences: Snapshot summary

Defining the audience
Documentary Giant Screen audiences were invited to participate in the GSCA survey when
visiting a Giant Screen theater in North America from March 10 to April 5, 2014 and in Europe and
China from July 7 to August 3, 2014.
For this research, current documentary Giant Screen audiences are defined as consumers who
attended a documentary film within the three months prior to completing the survey.

The audience for documentary Giant Screen films are:
•

Educated: 68% have a college/university degree, and 30% have a post-graduate degree.

•

Middle income or upper-middle income: 74% of audience households earn $50,000 or more
annually, 37% earn $100,000 or more.

•

Families with Kids, and more: While Families with Kids are a core audience (38% of audience
households), documentary Giant Screen films also attract Baby Boomers and Beyond (30% of
the audience), Couples without Kids (17%) and Singles (11%). Slightly less than one-half
(47%) attend documentary Giant Screen films without children in their group.

•

Tech-savvy: The average audience member has three electronic devices and likes new
technology. One in five consider themselves early adopters of technology.

•

Entertainment consumers: 67% pay for entertainment outside the home at least once a month.

•

Fans of on-screen content: 43% see 10+ movies a year (including Giant Screen theaters and
other venues), and 53% like to spend time watching TV or movies at home.
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Documentary Giant Screen film audience demographics:
Age, gender, ethnicity

• Globally, audience members span a range of ages, with a concentration of 35-44 year-olds (27%).

In Europe and China, audiences are somewhat younger than in North America (35% of North
America audiences are age 55 or older, compared to 20% in Europe and 3% in China).
• Women comprise the majority of audience members in North America, and audiences in Europe

and China are evenly divided between men and women.
• North American audiences are predominately white/Caucasian, with small representations from a

range of racial and ethnic groups.

Age
Into which of the following categories does your age fall?

16-17

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65 or older

17%

16%

14%

27%
17%
8%

2%
North America

1%

5%

15%

27%

17%

19%

16%

Europe

4%

13%

22%

25%

17%

11%

9%

China

3%

11%

36%

42%

6%

3%

0%

Gender

Race, ethnicity*
Which group do you consider yourself to belong to?

What is your gender?
North America Europe

Male

Female

39%

42%

58%

61%

48%

52%

China
50%

50%

Asian descent

6%

African American, Black, African

3%

South Asian, East Indian

3%

Mixed race

3%

Hispanic, Latino

2%

Middle Eastern

1%

Another group

1%

Prefer not to say
Base: Total audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450). China (36).
*Race/ethnicity asked in North America only.
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75%

White, Caucasian

6%

Documentary Giant Screen film audience demographics:
Income, education

Documentary Giant Screen film audiences are well-educated and middle to upper income.
•

74% of households earn $50,000 or more annually, and 37% earn $100,000 or more annually.

•

68% have at least a college/university degree, and 30% have a post-graduate degree.

Household Income
If you added together the yearly incomes, before taxes, of all the members of your household, what would the total be?

Less than $50,000

$50-$99,000

$100-$149,000

$150,000 or more

37%
26%

North America

21%

16%

20%

40%

22%

18%

Europe

32%

35%

19%

13%

China

100%

0%

0%

0%

Base: Total audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1126);
North America (779), Europe (316), China (31). Excludes “prefer not to say.”

Education
What is the highest level of education completed by anyone in your household?

Some college or less

College/University graduate

Post-graduate degree

38%
30%

28%

North America

20%

42%

35%

Europe

48%

28%

19%

China

17%

61%

19%

Base: Total audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
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Documentary Giant Screen film audience demographics:
Marital status, family size

• The majority of audience members in North America and China are married or in a civil union, and

have children.
• European audiences are less likely to be married (and more likely to be in a committed

relationship), and less likely to have children compared to audiences in North America and China.
Marital status
What is your marital or relationship status?

Committed
relationship,
not married

Divorced or
separated

Married/civil
union

Single

Engaged

Widowed

Prefer not to
say

3%

2%

6%

56%
12%

15%

7%

North America

9%

7%

63%

12%

2%

2%

5%

Europe

19%

8%

38%

22%

6%

1%

6%

China

0%

0%

72%

19%

0%

0%

8%

Base: Total audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).

Children in the household
How many children do you have in each of the following age groups?
Have children
(of any age)

Average number of
children in home

Age 0-3

Age 4-5

Age 6-12

Age 13+

Global total

62%

1

9%

11%

25%

37%

North America

66%

2

9%

11%

24%

40%

Europe

51%

1

8%

10%

26%

31%

China

81%

1

17%

22%

39%

22%

*The Age 13+ category may include adult children.
Base: Total audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
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Documentary Giant Screen film audience demographics:
Life stage segments

While Families with Kids are a core audience, in North America and Europe documentary Giant
Screen films attracts audiences across a range of life stages including Baby Boomers and Beyond,
Couples without Kids, and Singles.
Chinese audiences are predominately Families with Kids.
Life stage audience segment
Singles

Couples, no Kids

Families with Kids

Baby Boomers and
Beyond

38%
30%
17%
11%

North America

9%

14%

40%

35%

Europe

17%

25%

32%

20%

China

17%

0%

75%

3%

Base: Total audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).

Life stage segment profile
Families with kids

•
•
•
•
•
•

Women (63%)
Age 35-54 (86%)
Married (72%)
2 children per household, on average
Educated (73% college degree, 31% graduate degree)
Middle income (58% report household income of $50-$150,000)

Baby Boomers
and Beyond

•
•
•
•
•
•

Women (53%) and men (47%)
Age 55+ (100%)
Married (70%)
Maturing families (67% have kids age 13+)
Educated (67% college degree, 38% graduate degree)
Middle income (62% report household income of $50-$150,000)

Couples, no kids

•
•
•
•
•

Women (56%) and men (44%)
Younger (46% age 25-34, 35% 35-44)
Committed relationships (48%) and married (42%)
Educated (66% college degree, 21% graduate degree)
Middle income (57% report household income of $50-$150,000)

Singles

•
•
•
•

Women (52%) and men (48%)
Younger (69% age 18-34)
Educated (63% college degree, 21% graduate degree)
Income potential (39% report household income of $50-$100,000)
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Group composition when attending a documentary Giant Screen film

When consumers attend documentary Giant Screen films with other people, the composition of
their group ranges from a spouse/date to a larger group of family and friends.
•

More than one-half (54%) of audiences see the film with a group that includes family members
– a group of family and friends, their spouse and children, or one parent and their children.

•

Attending as a couple with a spouse/date (and without children) is also common (28%).

•

Many Baby Boomers and Beyond attend these films with their spouse/partner (38%), with no
children in their group.

•

Couples without Kids typically attend documentary films with their spouse/partner (56%).

Group composition: All Audience Members
Who did you see this particular movie with?

Went alone

Friend(s)

Me and the
kids

Family event
(spouse and
kids)

Mixed group
(family,
friends)

Spouse/Date

24%
7%

12%

15%

North America

7%

10%

13%

Europe

6%

15%

China

0%

8%

28%

15%

17%

23%

30%

19%

11%

23%

26%

25%

14%

39%

14%

Group composition by life stage segments
Life stage
segment

Families with kids

Baby Boomers and
Beyond

Attended
documentary
Giant Screen
film with:

Both parents and kids (32%)
One parent and kids (30%)
Mixed group-family, friends
(19%)

Couples, no kids (38%)
Mixed group-family,
friends (25%)
Friends (14%)

Couples without kids

Singles

Couples, no kids (56%)
Mixed group-family,
friends (23%)

Friends (33%)
Mixed group-family,
friends (33%)
Went alone (16%)

Base: Total audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
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Group size when attending a documentary Giant Screen film

The typical documentary Giant Screen film viewer attends as part of a group, with an average group
size of two people.
Because Chinese audiences attend documentary Giant Screen films as a family or with family and
friends, their group size tends to be larger than audiences in North America or Europe.

Group size
How many people in total were in your group when you saw the film?

Average group: 2 people
One

Two
44%

Three

Four

18%

19%

Five-Seven

Seven+

8%

7%

North America

7%

42%

18%

20%

Europe

6%

50%

17%

China

0%

28%

31%

2%

9%

3%

18%

8%

1%

28%

11%

3%

Base: Total audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).

Group size and group composition

Group composition
Number of people in group

Went alone

Me and the Kids

Family event
(spouse, kids)

Spouse/Date

1

3

4

2
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Mixed group
(family, friends, others)
3

Documentary Giant Screen film audience entertainment consumption

Documentary Giant Screen audiences have diverse interests and frequently pay for entertainment
outside their home.
• 67% of audience members pay for entertainment outside their home at least once a month.
• 35% go out to the movies as one of their top choices for entertainment, and 43% see 10+ films a

year (including Giant Screen and other film/theater types).
• On average, documentary film audiences see 10 movies/films each year in a theater (including

Giant Screen theaters and other types of theaters).

Paying for entertainment
How often do you pay for entertainment, performance, movies, exhibits, festivals, concerts, sports events, or other activities outside
of your home?
At least once a
week

Several times a
month

At least once a
At least once
month
every 2-3 months

26%

A few times a
year

Rarely/never

29%
17%

12%

14%
3%

14%

28%

30%

17%

9%

2%

Europe

8%

21%

26%

16%

24%

6%

China

17%

19%

33%

22%

8%

0%

North America

Movie viewership: Average number of movies (all types) seen in last 12 months
How many times in the last year have you gone out to see a movie? [Includes all theater and film types]

Global
Global average
average

10

North America
Europe
China

11
8
10

Base: Total audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
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Documentary Giant Screen film audience entertainment consumption

Documentary Giant Screen audiences have diverse interests and frequently pay for entertainment
outside their home.
•

Onscreen entertainment at home is a common activity for fun and entertainment globally (53%),
and is more common in North America (57%) than in Europe (46%) and China (39%).

•

Attending attractions like museums, zoos, and aquariums is in the top five most popular
interests and activities for audience members globally (40%).

•

Eating out or enjoying food/wine is popular in Europe and North America, but much less
common in China. Being physically active and video gaming are more popular among
documentary Giant Screen audiences in China than in other regions.

Interests and activities
What do you usually do for fun or entertainment? North America Europe

China

Watch TV or movies at home

53%

57%

46%

39%

Eat out, go to restaurants, enjoy food/wine

52%

56%

45%

19%

Spend time outdoors--at the park, beach, woods,
fishing, etc.

44%

43%

46%

42%

Read

43%

43%

44%

42%

Go to museums, zoo, aquarium, etc.

40%

41%

38%

42%

Travel--plan vacations, learn about new places

39%

39%

37%

42%

Exercise, playing sports, being physically active

35%

35%

35%

56%

Watch movies in a theater, not at home

35%

34%

36%

36%

28%

30%

19%

19%

32%

11%

See a performance, play, concert

29%

Listen to music, play an instrument

23%

Hobbies, crafts, games at home

17%

19%

13%

11%

Sports--watching or attending sports events

17%

16%

18%

17%

Shopping

16%

15%

18%

19%

12%

12%

14%

7%

10%

19%

2%

4%

3%

Get involved in social, political, or environmental
causes, volunteer
Play video games
Other activities

12%
8%
2%

Base: Total Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450). China (36).
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Giant Screen theater’s role in attracting visitors

For documentary Giant Screen audiences, the theater is an important driver of their visit to the
destination/attraction.
• More than half (55%) visited only the theater (not the attraction) on their most recent visit.
• Being able to see a Giant Screen film increases their likelihood to visit the destination/attraction

for the large majority (79%) of audience members, and 32% visit mainly to attend the theater.

Theater influence on decision
to visit venue

Combining theater and attraction
visits
On the day of your visit did you combine the visit to this theater
with a visit to an affiliated attraction (museum, science center,
aquarium, zoo, etc.)?

Visited
attraction
and theater,
45%

Visited
theater only,
55%

To what extent did the fact that you can see a movie
in the Giant Screen theater at this venue influence
your decision to visit?

If visited attraction
and theater

More likely to visit because
of the Giant Screen theater

Theater is main reason for
visit

No impact on decision to
visit venue

North
Europe China
America

North
America

47%

32%

21%

Europe China

Visited theater only

56%

55%

17%

More likely to visit because
of Giant Screen theater

49%

41%

47%

Visited attraction and theater

44%

44%

83%

Theater is main reason for
visit

25%

45%

47%

No impact on decision to
visit

25%

14%

7%

Base: Audience Survey respondents, attended
documentary in last three months; Global (1554), North
America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
.
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Base: Recent viewers who visited both the audience and the
attraction; Global (697), North America (470), Europe (197),
China (30).

Membership among theater audiences

Globally, documentary Giant Screen film audiences are typically not members of the theater or
venue where they see films.
• North American theater audiences are a mix of members (43%) and non members (57%).
• In Europe and China the large majority of audiences are not members (95% and 83%,

respectively).

Membership
Are you a member of the theater/venue where you saw the film?

Yes, 31%

No, 67%

Member of theater/venue
North America

43%

Europe

5%

China

17%

Base: Total Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
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Documentary Giant Screen audience’ spending on food, concessions

Concessions at the theater or other onsite dining options are a revenue opportunity for theaters.
•

The majority of audience members buy food or beverages as part of their outing (67%). Most
buy concessions or food at the venue/theater (49%); however a large portion purchase
elsewhere (18%).

•

Nearly one in five audience members (18%) are purchasing food/beverage somewhere other
than the theater/venue.

Spending on food
Did you buy a meal, snacks or drinks
before or after the movie?

Yes, concessions at the theater

North
America

32%

Europe China

35%

26%

31%

Yes, restaurant/café at the theater/venue

17%

16%

19%

3%

Yes, somewhere else

18%

18%

17%

17%

33%

35%

33%

5%

4%

14%

No, didn't buy food or drink before or after
the movie

No, concessions not available at theater

34%

5%

Base: Total Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
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Documentary Giant Screen film audience travel time

Documentary Giant Screen films attract audiences from nearby the theater and farther afield in the
community or beyond.
•

Globally, 54% of audiences travel 30 minutes or less to the Giant Screen theater.

•

European audiences are more likely to travel 60 minutes or longer to reach the theater,
compared to North American or Chinese audiences.

Travel time to theater
About how long does it take you in minutes to get to this theater from your house?
More than 60 min.
16%

15 min. or less
18%

46-60 min.
12%

16-30 min.
36%
31-45 min.
19%

North America

Europe

China

15 minutes or less

21%

8%

33%

16-30 minutes

40%

25%

31%

31-45 minutes

20%

19%

14%

46-60 minutes

10%

18%

8%

More than 60 minutes

9%

30%

14%

Base: Total Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
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Documentary Giant Screen films audience demographics: Film
attendance patterns

•

Most audience members (86%) see 1-4 documentary Giant Screen films a year.

•

Nearly one-half (45%) of documentary audience members have also seen DMR movies on the
Giant Screen. DMR viewership is much more common in North America and China than in
Europe.

•

In the last year, documentary audiences viewed half of all movies they’ve seen in a Giant Screen
theater. The typical documentary Giant Screen audience member sees 5 films a year, including 2
documentary Giant Screen films and 3 films in theaters that are not Giant Screen.

Documentary films
on the Giant Screen
How many Documentary Giant Screen films seen at a museum, science center, aquarium, zoo or other destination
attraction?
10+ films, 4%

Average seen in last 12 months: 3

5-9 films, 10%

North
America

1-4 films, 86%
1-4 films

83%

92%

83%

5-9 films

12%

5%

17%

10+ films

5%

2%

0%

Other movies, not on Giant Screen

DMR films on the Giant Screen
How many Hollywood movies seen on the Giant Screen at a museum,
science center, aquarium, zoo or other destination attraction?
Average number DMR films seen in last 12 months: 1
Global total

North
America

Europe China

How many times have you gone out to see a movie, not counting visits
to a Giant Screen theater?
Average number “other” movies seen in last 12 months: 6
Global total

Europe China

North
America

Europe China

0 films

55%

48%

74%

36%

0 films

10%

10%

12%

11%

1-4 films

34%

39%

22%

50%

1-4 films

40%

37%

46%

36%

5-9 films

7%

9%

2%

14%

5-9 films

25%

26%

22%

33%

10+ films

3%

4%

2%

0%

10+ films

25%

27%

20%

19%

Base: Total Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
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Information sources for all activities and entertainment

•

Documentary Giant Screen audiences rely most on “word-of-mouth” recommendations to find
out about “things to do” in general.

•

Audiences rely on a mix of traditional and digital media channels for general entertainment
information. Among digital channels, websites are used more commonly than search engines
or social media. Although social media is used less, it plays an important (and growing) role as
an information source.

•

Chinese audiences rely more on websites and social media and less on newspapers, compared
to North American and European audiences.

•

North American audiences rely more on radio and less on outdoor ads, compared to other
regions.

Information sources for activities and entertainment
Where do you primarily get ideas about things to do in your community, like
exhibits, events, performances, movies, concerts, etc.?
North America Europe
Recommendations from friends, family

65%

Websites (excluding search engines)

52%

Newspaper

48%

China

68%

61%

58%

53%

49%

81%

49%

49%

17%

Search engines like Google, Bing, etc.

38%

38%

43%

28%

TV

36%

38%

31%

33%

Social media--Facebook, Twitter, etc.

36%

36%

35%

58%

Outdoor ads (billboards, on the bus/train, etc.)

27%

20%

43%

31%

Radio

26%

32%

15%

8%

19%

30%

14%

Magazines

22%

Base: Total Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
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Information sources for movies/films

•

For movies and film information, many audience members rely on the information provided by
theaters (previews/trailers, theater websites, film listings at the theater, or email from the
theater).

•

Broadcast advertising on TV or radio is a more commonly used information source than
newspaper advertising (39% vs. 23%), especially in North America.

•

Europeans are somewhat less likely to get movie/film information from TV or radio, and more
likely to get information from outdoor advertising compared to North Americans.

Information sources for movies and films
How do you typically find out about movies and films (of any type) being shown in your area?
North America Europe
53%

Recommendations from friends, family
Film trailers, previews in the theater

47%

Advertising on TV, radio

39%

Theater websites

34%

China

57%

44%

58%

51%

40%

50%

42%

30%

39%

32%

39%

36%

News/articles in the newspaper, magazines

31%

30%

33%

14%

At the theater, film listings at the ticket booth, signs/posters

29%

29%

26%

31%

Movie or entertainment websites (Rotten Tomatoes, etc.).

23%

25%

20%

22%

Newspaper ads

23%

22%

26%

17%

Reviews from film critics

22%

22%

25%

11%

Email or mail directly from the theater/museum/destination

21%

22%

17%

11%

Social media sites (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)

20%

20%

18%

42%

11%

28%

31%

13%

9%

11%

9%

7%

6%

Outdoor ads (billboards, on the bus/train, etc.)
Social media posts/updates from the theater
Interviews with actors, directors, etc.

17%
12%
8%

Base: Total Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
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Information sources for entertainment, movies/films

Documentary Giant Screen audiences’ use of information sources show clear differences across
age groups.
•

For 16-34 year olds, social media is a top source information source for entertainment in
general and movies/films specifically.

•

Audience members age 35-54 use a mix of traditional media (print, TV) and new media (social,
web).

•

The 55+ audience segment relies more than other age groups on traditional media like print,
TV, and radio.

Top 5 Information Sources by Age Group
For general entertainment/activities

For Movies/films

Age 16-24

Recommendations from friends/family (70%)
Social media (60%)
Websites (excl. search) (47%)
Outdoor ads (45%)
Search engines (38%)

Film trailers (58%)
Recommendations from friends/family (56%)
TV advertising (43%)
Social media (40%)
Movie or entertainment websites (33%)
At the theater (33%)

Age 25-34

Recommendations from friends/family (67%)
Websites (excl. search) (60%)
Social media (58%)
Search engines (41%)
Outdoor ads (34%)

Film trailers (51%)
Recommendations from friends/family (45%)
Theater websites (42%)
TV advertising (34%)
At the theater (32%)

Age 35-54

Recommendations from friends/family (66%)
Websites (excl. search) (56%)
Newspaper (43%)
Search engines (41%)
Social media (37%)

Film trailers (49%)
Recommendations from friends/family (49%)
TV advertising (38%)
Theater website (36%)
At the theater (29%)

Age 55+

Newspaper (72%)
Recommendations from friends/family (62%)
TV (47%)
Websites (excl. search) (44%)
Radio (34%)

Recommendations from friends/family (62%)
Print articles (47%)
TV advertising (43%)
Newspaper ads (42%)
Film trailers (39%)

Base: Total Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554).
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Technology

Documentary Giant Screen films attract tech-savvy audiences.
• The typical audience member has 3 devices.
• The majority have multiple mobile devices (smartphones and tablets).
• They have an affinity for new technology, especially if it has practical applications (56%).
• One in five (22%) consider themselves early adopters of new technology.

Role of technology
What describes how technology fits into your life?
I'm usually one of the first
people I know to use new
technology. I like to try new
things, be on the cutting edge

I like new technologies,
especially with practical
applications (time saver,
productivity helpers)

I rely on technology to stay I usually wait until technology
connected to friends, family,
has become mainstream
etc.
before trying it.

56%
44%
27%

22%

North America

21%

55%

46%

27%

Europe

21%

59%

38%

26%

China

47%

75%

39%

19%

Multiple responses accepted. Results total to greater than 100%.

Technology devices for personal use
What types of devices do you have for personal use?

Average number of devices
Per audience member

Laptop

Smartphone

81%

78%

North America 82%
Europe
80%
China
81%

Tablet

Desktop

57%

57%

76%

59%

57%

85%

55%

59%

72%

42%

50%

Global total

3

North America

3

Europe

3

China

3

Base: Total Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
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Decision makers for documentary Giant Screen films
Regardless of who they see the film with, the person suggesting the film and making the final
decision is most often a woman. This is especially true in North America, whereas in Europe
decision makers are equally likely to be men or women.
When a parent (usually Mom in North America, and Mom or Dad in Europe) attends with their
children, the parent typically makes the decisions; however, kids influence or make decisions about
seeing the documentary Giant Screen film in about one in five visits.
Staff at the venue are seen as having little influence on the decision to see a film: Few audience
members recall the idea being suggested by a staff member.
When people attend with Friends in Europe, the group and the decision maker is more likely to be
older and a woman in North America and more likely to be younger and a man in Europe.

Decision making for films: Who suggests the film, who makes the decisions

Spouse/Date

Me and the Kids

Family Event

Friends

Suggested
idea

Made
decision

Suggested
idea

Made
decision

Suggested
idea

Made
decision

Suggested
idea

Made
decision

You

59%

57%

71%

73%

60%

63%

61%

63%

Children (under 18)

0%

0%

19%

21%

11%

10%

0%

0%

Spouse/partner/date

32%

39%

5%

4%

23%

22%

2%

2%

Friends

3%

1%

1%

1%

3%

1%

37%

34%

Staff at the venue

2%

0%

0%

0%

1%

0%

0%

0%

Someone else, don’t
remember

4%

3%

3%

2%

3%

5%

1%

2%

Decision maker profile
Spouse/Date

Me and the Kids

Family Event

Friends

• Equally likely to be male or
female
• Mature – 40% are age 55+

• 61% women
• 51% age 35-44
• 77% age 35-54

•
•
•

•
•

68% women
57% age 35-44
78% age 35-54

59% women
Mature – 43% are age 55+

Base: Total Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
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Motivation to see a documentary Giant Screen film
Audiences choose to see a documentary Giant Screen film primarily because the film topic interests them
and they want the Giant Screen theater experience.
•

Both the content and the Giant Screen experience are equally important motivators in Europe and North
America, whereas the theater experience is a more common motivator in China.

•

Couples without Kids and Singles are more likely to be motivated by the theater experience, whereas
Families and Baby Boomers and Beyond are more likely to be motivated by the film topic.

Convenience plays a role in the decision as well: 23% see the film because the schedule is convenient, and
27% combined the film with a visit to the attraction. Families are more likely than other segments to see a
film because they combined it with a visit to the attraction (34%).
About one in four (27%) see a Giant Screen film for the novelty of the experience.
Most audience members don’t attribute their visit to marketing, reviews, or personal recommendations even
though these may be the sources through which they learned about the film.

Motivation to see a movie on the Giant Screen
Thinking about your most recent visit, what is the main reason you decided to see a movie on the Giant Screen?
North America Europe

China

Interested in the film topic

54%

54%

54%

36%

Theater experience--screen size, sound, image
quality, etc.

53%

53%

54%

64%

Combined it with visit to the attraction

27%

28%

25%

42%

Different experience, break from normal
activities

27%

26%

29%

17%

26%

18%

14%

15%

14%

8%

14%

10%

17%

Convenient schedule, playing at a good time
Saw an ad or trailer
Personal recommendation

23%
15%
13%

Read good reviews

9%

9%

7%

6%

Another reason

9%

9%

9%

0%

Base: Total Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
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Loyalty to documentary Giant Screen films

Documentary Giant Screen film audiences report a high degree of satisfaction and loyalty: They
enjoy their experience and plan to return.
• Enjoyment of documentary Giant Screen films is very high: The large majority of audience

members report an exceptional experience with the film (81%) and the overall experience at the
theater (84%).
• The large majority (82%) of audience members intend to see another documentary Giant Screen

film in the next year. One-half (50%) say they will “definitely” and 32% say they will “probably” see
another of these films in the next year.

Enjoyment of the film, experience
How would you rate your overall enjoyment of the film itself? Overall experience at the theater?
Documentary film

High
81%

Overall experience

Moderate

Low

84%

18%

15%
1%

1%

Rating on 10-pt scale. High = 8-10, moderate = 5-7, low = 1-4.
Rating
on 10-pt scale.
High = 8-10,
moderate = 5-7, low = 1-4. 14%
North
America
85%
88%

12%

1%

0%

Europe

70%

76%

28%

22%

2%

2%

China

83%

83%

14%

17%

3%

0%

Likelihood to see another documentary Giant Screen film in next 12 months
How likely are you to see another documentary Giant Screen film in the next twelve months?

Likely

May or may not

Unlikely

82%

14%

3%

Likely

May or
may not

Unlikely

North America

86%

12%

2%

Europe

72%

18%

7%

China

94%

6%

0%

Likely = Definitely will or probably will, Unlikely = Probably will not or definitely will not

Base: Total audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
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Favorability toward documentary sponsors

Companies are viewed favorably by audiences when they provide financial support to documentary
Giant Screen films and theaters that exhibit the films.
•

Across all audience members, 74% have a very or somewhat favorable view of companies that
financially support these films/venues.

•

Favorability is strongest among upper-income households (84% among households earning
$150,000 or more annually). It is also stronger among older audience members: 56% of the 55+
age group are “very” favorable, compared to 48% of all audience members.

•

European audiences are more likely to have neutral rather than favorable opinions of sponsors,
compared to audiences in North America and China.

Attitude toward companies that financially support documentary Giant
Screen films, theaters that show these films

Very or somewhat favorable

Neutral

Unfavorable

74%

20%
2%

North America

79%

17%

1%

Europe

62%

28%

3%

China

78%

14%

0%

Base: Total audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554);
North America (1068), Europe (450), China (36).
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b. Industry technology, buzzwords and labels

Labels and technology familiarity: Audience Survey Results

The research examined the extent to which consumers are aware of or understand the various
technology terms, labels and buzzwords used in the Giant Screen industry.
• 3D, Digital, IMAX and Giant Screen are familiar to the majority of audiences globally.
• Dome and OMNIMAX/IMAX Dome familiarity is strong in markets where these types of venues

exist, and not well known outside those areas.
• The Baby Boomers and Beyond segment is least likely to be familiar with 3D (81% very or

somewhat familiar) or Digital (71%), and most likely to be familiar with Giant Screen (67%).

Familiarity with Industry Labels and Terms
How familiar are you with the following types of films or theaters?

Global Audience Survey Results
3D/Three
dimensional

Digital

OMNIMAX,
IMAX Dome

Very familiar

Dome theater

IMAX

Giant Screen
theater

18%
31%

Somewhat familiar
Heard of, know little about

58%

50%

Never heard of

33%
27%

65%

26%

30%
24%

29%
30%
11%
2%
Percent very or
somewhat
familiar

14%

21%
22%

32%

7%

24%

20%

9%
2%

17%

North America

87%

80%

67%

46%

96%

65%

Europe

88%

77%

36%

37%

79%

60%

China

91%

84%

56%

68%

71%

55%

Base: All Giant Survey Audience respondents, Global (2622); North America (1639), Europe (866), China (117).
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Labels and technology familiarity: General Market Results

Like Giant Screen audiences, most of the General Market is also familiar with 3D, Digital, IMAX,
and Giant Screen as labels or buzzwords.
• Familiarity is strongest for 3D – 85% of the General Market is very of somewhat familiar with this

type of film.
• Familiarity with “Digital” is also strong – 78% are very or somewhat familiar with it.

Strong familiarity with IMAX among current documentary audiences doesn’t extend to the general
consumer market.
• The General Market is significantly less likely to be familiar with “IMAX” compared to results from

the Audience survey: 40% of the General Market is very familiar with IMAX compared to 65%
among current audiences.
• Familiarity with “Giant Screen” is similar in both the General Market (35% very familiar) and among

current audiences (33% very familiar).

Familiarity with Industry Labels and Terms
How familiar are you with the following types of films or theaters?

General Market Survey Results
3D/Three
dimensional

Digital

Very familiar
Somewhat familiar
Heard of, know little about

51%

OMNIMAX,
IMAX Dome

Dome theater

20%

14%

43%
27%

25%

IMAX

40%

Giant Screen
theater

35%

Never heard of

34%
13%
3%
Percent very or
somewhat
familiar

35%

28%

16%

26%

28%

31%

33%

19%

6%

34%

18%

10%

14%

North America

85%

80%

56%

37%

88%

68%

Europe

78%

67%

27%

26%

49%

60%

China

96%

93%

67%

68%

81%

85%

Base: General Market consumers, Global (2495); North America (995), Europe (1000), China (500).
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Familiarity with and interest in 3D
Consumer opinions about 3D are mixed: While about half agree that some movies are much better
in 3D, about one in four prefer movies that are not in 3D.
General Market consumers are twice as likely as Giant Screen audiences to consider 3D worth
paying more for, and are also more likely to prefer to see movies in 3D given the choice.
Chinese Giant Screen audiences show more enthusiasm for 3D than their counterparts in North
America or Europe.
Opinion of 3D effects in movies
What is your opinion about 3D effects in movies?
48%
51%

Some movies are much better in 3D
22%
24%

I generally prefer movies that are not in 3D
I prefer to see a movie in 3D when given the choice

18%
18%

Too many movies use 3D
13%

I'm losing interest in 3D
It is worth paying more to see it in 3D

17%

12%

I will go out of my way to see a movie in 3D

8%

No opinion about 3D

7%
8%

I only want to see movies in 3D

29%

21%

1%

24%

14%

General Market
Giant Screen Audience Members

4%

Base: Giant Screen Audience Members (2570) and General Market consumers (2421) who have heard of, somewhat familiar
or very familiar with 3D.

Opinion of 3D effects in movies: Giant Screen Audience Members
North
America

Europe

China

Some movies are much better in 3D

50%

55%

54%

I generally prefer movies that are not in 3D

27%

22%

6%

I prefer to see a movie in 3D when given the choice

18%

24%

47%

Too many movies use 3D

16%

21%

27%

I'm losing interest in 3D

17%

18%

2%

It is worth paying more to see it in 3D

11%

14%

14%

No opinion about 3D

9%

7%

3%

I will go out of my way to see a movie in 3D

7%

6%

24%

I only want to see movies in 3D

1%

1%

9%

Base: Giant Screen Audience Members who have heard of, somewhat familiar or very familiar with 3D; North America
(1601), Europe (852), China (117)
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Familiarity with and interest in 3D

When the market is segmented based on their opinions of 3D, the largest portion of the market is
“3D Fatigued”—they are losing interest in 3D, generally prefer movies that are not in 3D, or think too
many movies use 3D (43% of documentary audiences, 40% of the General Market).
A portion—26% of documentary audiences and 35% of the General Market—are 3D Fans who
prefer to see movies in 3D given the choice, go out of their way to see 3D, think 3D is worth paying
more, or only want to see movies in 3D.
Chinese consumers are about twice as likely to be 3D fans than consumers in Europe or North
America.

Appeal of 3D effects
Documentary Giant Screen
Audience Members

General Market
3D Fans,
35%

3D Fans,
26%

3D
Fatigued,
40%

3D
Fatigued,
43%
Depends on
the movie,
25%

Depends on
the movie,
31%

General Market

Documentary Giant Screen Audience Members

North America
Europe
China

3D Fans

3D Fatigued

22%

44%

27%
53%

43%
32%

Depends on
the movie
33%
30%
15%

Base: Giant Screen Audience Members who have heard of,
somewhat familiar or very familiar with 3D, Global (2570);
North America (1601), Europe (866), China (117).
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3D Fans

3D Fatigued

North America

29%

42%

Depends on
the movie
30%

Europe

30%

41%

29%

China

57%

35%

9%

Base: General Market consumers who have heard of,
somewhat familiar or very familiar with 3D, Global (2421);
North America (968), Europe (954), China (499).

3D segments: 3D Fans affinity for the Giant Screen

While they are not a large segment of the market, 3D Fans are an important audience for Giant
Screen theaters. Compared to the 3D Fatigued or “It Depends” segments, 3D Fans:
• See more documentary Giant Screen films each year, and more movies of all types.
• Are more likely to attend documentary Giant Screen films in the future.
• Value the Giant Screen experience: They place more importance on screen size, image quality,

and sound system.
• Will go out of their way for a better experience: Distance from home and ticket price are less

important to 3D fans.

3D Fans

3D Fatigued

Depends on Film

See 3+ documentary Giant Screen films a year

40%!

29%

31%

See 10+ films (of all types) a year

51%!

45%

35%

Likely to see a documentary Giant Screen film in future

82%!

64%

68%

Image quality is important

64%!

55%

54%

Screen size is important

49%!

34%

32%

Sound system is important

54%!

38%

41%

Travel time/distance to theater is important

42%"

54%

53%

Ticket price is important

48%"

61%

58%

! Indicates 3D Fans are significantly higher than other segments, " indicates 3D fans are significantly lower than other
segments
Base: 3D Fans (1501), 3D Fatigued (2074), Depends on Film (1416)
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Label and technology familiarity: Dome, OMNIMAX

The Audience results for awareness of Dome and OMNIMAX/IMAX Dome can be broken out by the
type of theater in the local market.
• Audiences in markets with dome theaters are much more familiar with Dome and OMNIMAX/IMAX

Dome than audience members in flat screen markets.
• In markets with dome theaters, familiarity with OMNIMAX/IMAX Dome is stronger than with Dome

theater (72% vs. 56%).
• General Market results are consistent with the data in the flat screen Audience Survey markets.
• Dome and OMNIMAX/IMAX Dome are more familiar to North American Audiences than to

European audiences.

Familiarity with Dome, OMNIMAX/IMAX Dome: Audience results
How familiar are you with the following types of films or theaters?

Very familiar

17%

Somewhat familiar

19%

Heard of, know little about
Never heard of

41%

72%
familiar

36%
familiar

11%
19%

23%
30%
familiar

24%

26%

33%

31%
24%
39%

18%

46%
21%

10%

OMNIMAX, IMAX Dome
(Flat screen markets)
Percent very
or somewhat
familiar

OMNIMAX, IMAX Dome
(Dome markets)

Dome theater (Flat screen
markets)

Dome theater (Dome
markets)

North America

43%

87%

37%

54%

Europe

23%

48%

17%

54%

China

N/A

55%

N/A

68%

Base: All Giant Survey Audience respondents, Global (2622); North America (1639), Europe (866), China (117).
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56%
familiar

IMAX and Giant Screen labels:
Awareness and familiarity among current audiences

To understand the role of the IMAX and Giant Screen labels in influencing consumer entertainment
choices, the research explored awareness and familiarity with the terms, the strength of preference
for each, and how consumers define each type of experience.
Both IMAX and Giant Screen have significant awareness and equity with both documentary
Audience Members and General Market consumers.
•

The majority of consumers among both Audiences and the General Market are familiar with IMAX
and Giant Screen; however, familiarity with IMAX is stronger (89% vs. 63%).

•

Familiarity with OMNIMAX/IMAX Dome is also strong in dome theater markets (72%); only 34%
of Audiences in flat screen markets know these labels.

•

North American audiences are more familiar with IMAX and OMNIMAX than are European or
Chinese audiences.

Awareness and familiarity with Giant Screen, IMAX labels
Audience Survey Results
How familiar are you with the following types of films or theaters?

Giant Screen theater

Very familiar
Somewhat familiar

Percent very
or somewhat
familiar

89%
familiar

33%

Heard of, know little about
30%

Never heard of

IMAX

OMNIMAX, IMAX Dome
(Dome theater
OMNIMAX, IMAX Dome
(Flat screen markets)
markets)

63%
familiar

17%
41%

65%

72%
familiar

31%

19%
26%

20%

24%

18%

17%

9%
2%

10%

North America

65%

96%

87%

43%

Europe

60%

79%

48%

23%

China

55%

71%

55%

N/A

Base: All Giant Survey Audience respondents, Global (2622); North America (1639), Europe (866), China (117).
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39%

34%
familiar

IMAX and Giant Screen labels:
Awareness and familiarity in the general consumer market

General Market consumers express similar levels of familiarity with the Giant Screen and IMAX
labels.
•

The majority of the General Market is familiar with IMAX (71%) and Giant Screen (69%).

•

About one-half (47%) of General Market consumers are familiar with OMNIMAX/IMAX Dome.

•

Chinese consumers are more likely to be familiar with the Giant Screen label, compared to
consumers in North America or Europe.

•

European consumers are significantly less likely than both North Americans and the Chinese to
be familiar with IMAX.

Awareness and familiarity with IMAX, Giant Screen labels
General Market Results
How familiar are you with the following types of films or theaters?
Giant Screen theater

IMAX

35%

40%

Very familiar
Somewhat familiar
Heard of, know little about
Never heard of

Percent very
or somewhat
familiar

34%

69%
familiar

OMNIMAX, IMAX Dome
71%
familiar

31%

18%

19%

14%

10%

20%
27%
28%
26%

North America

68%

88%

56%

Europe

60%

49%

27%

China

85%

81%

67%

Base: General Market consumers, Global (2495); North America (995), Europe (1000), China (500).
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47%
familiar

Preference for Giant Screen and IMAX experiences

There is strong consumer preference for both IMAX and the Giant Screen theater experiences.
Given the choice, consumers prefer to see films in these formats than in other types of theaters.
• Preference for Giant Screen is somewhat stronger than for IMAX among Audience members and

in the General Market.
• With broader awareness, Giant Screen may surpass the IMAX label’s potential to attract

audiences.
• Compared to consumers in North America and Europe, Chinese audiences show stronger

preference for both IMAX and Giant Screen.

Strength of preference for IMAX, Giant Screen experiences
Audience Survey Results
Assume there is a movie that you want to see and you have the choice of seeing it in
[IMAX, a Giant Screen theater], or not in [IMAX, Giant Screen theater]. Would you…?

IMAX

Giant Screen theater

58% prefer IMAX

Strongly prefer

68% prefer Giant Screen

Somewhat prefer
36%

Makes no difference

31%

22%

Depends on the film

41%
27%

10%

27%
5%

Strength of Preference for Giant Screen, IMAX by Region
(percent strongly or somewhat prefer)
IMAX

Giant Screen

North America

58%

67%

Europe

56%

66%

China

76%

81%

Base: Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents aware/familiar with IMAX/OMNIMAX (2580); North America (1637),
Europe (829), China (114), or Giant Screen theater (2189); North America (1386), Europe (701), and China (102).
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Preference for Giant Screen and IMAX experiences

Preference for the “Giant Screen” experience is strong in the General Market: 75% of consumers
prefer to see films in a Giant Screen theater given the choice.
• In comparison to Giant Screen, there is less preference for the IMAX experience (75% vs. 56%) in

the General Market.
• These results indicate that with investments in increasing awareness of “Giant Screen”, promoting

the “Giant Screen experience” has greater potential to attract consumer audiences.
The trend in China is somewhat different than in North America and Europe: In China there is equal
preference for IMAX and Giant Screen experiences.

Strength of preference for IMAX, Giant Screen experiences

General Market Results
Assume there is a movie that you want to see and you have the choice of seeing it in
[IMAX, a Giant Screen theater], or not in [IMAX, Giant Screen theater]. Would you…?

IMAX
Strongly prefer

Giant Screen theater
75% prefer Giant Screen

56% prefer IMAX

Somewhat prefer
Makes no difference
Depends on the film

43%
27%

29%

20%

24%

32%
11%

15%

Strength of Preference for Giant Screen, IMAX by Region
(percent strongly or somewhat prefer)
IMAX

Giant Screen

North America

53%

71%

Europe

41%

69%

China

86%

88%

Base: General Market Consumers aware/familiar with IMAX/OMNIMAX (2266); North America (980), Europe (801), China
(485), or Giant Screen theater (2149); North America (843), Europe (813), and China (493).
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Defining characteristics of the experience: Giant Screen, IMAX
Although consumers show a stronger preference for seeing a film in a Giant Screen theater, IMAX
and Giant Screen hold very similar meaning for consumers.
•

Among documentary audiences, both Giant Screen and IMAX are most strongly associated with
delivering an immersive, superior experience through the screen size, sound system and image
quality.

•

Both labels are associated more with educational films than with Hollywood movies.

•

Both labels are differentiated from the “regular” movie theater experience.

•

Consistent with stronger familiarity with IMAX, consumers have a richer sense of what IMAX
means – given the choice of selecting characteristics to define each type of experience,
audience members select more characteristics for IMAX than for Giant Screen.

•

For both IMAX and Giant Screen, audiences are about equally likely to say that the tickets are
more expensive and that the experience is worth paying more for.

Defining characteristics of the experience: Documentary film audiences
If you were describing it to a friend, which of the following statements would you use to describe:
Giant Screen movies or theaters? What IMAX/OMNIMAX is or what makes it different?

Giant Screen

IMAX

Immersive experience,
feels like you are “there”
Much better experience
than other theaters

53%

Largest screen available

Giant Screen

38%

Superior sound system

45%

Much better experience
than other theaters

45%

36%

Very clear, sharp picture

35%
25%

More expensive ticket than
a regular movie
Used for documentaries or
educational films

21%
18%

The same as IMAX
Film is shorter
Used for Hollywood movies

67%

39%

Superior sound system

Worth paying more for

Immersive experience,
feels like you are “there”

16%
10%
8%

Very clear, sharp picture

28%

Used for documentaries
or educational films

25%

More expensive ticket
than a regular movie

24%

Film is shorter
Used for Hollywood
movies

3%

The same as 3D

The same as 3D

3%

Not that different than a
regular movie/theater
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37%

Worth paying more for

Not that different than a
regular movie/theater

Base: All Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents (2580)

60%

12%
5%
3%
1%

Defining characteristics of the experience: Giant Screen, IMAX

•

Unlike Audience Members, the General Market is more likely to define Giant Screen in terms of
technical features (screen size, picture quality) whereas their top association with IMAX is about
the immersive experience.

•

General Market consumers are more likely to associate Giant Screen with Hollywood movies
than educational films, whereas they associate IMAX with both equally.

Defining characteristics of the experience: General Market consumers
If you were describing it to a friend, which of the following statements would you use to describe Giant
Screen movies or theaters? What IMAX/OMNIMAX is or what makes it different?

Giant Screen

IMAX

Very clear, sharp picture

47%

Largest screen available

55%

43%

Very clear, sharp picture

Immersive experience,
feels like you are “there”

47%

43%

Much better experience
than other theaters

39%

Superior sound system

34%

Worth paying more for

26%

More expensive ticket
than a regular movie

23%

Used for Hollywood
movies

Giant Screen

42%

Superior sound system

41%

Much better experience
than other theaters

37%

More expensive ticket
than a regular movie

30%

15%

Worth paying more for

The same as IMAX

27%

10%

Not that different than a
regular movie/theater

6%

The same as 3D

6%

Used for documentaries
or educational films

5%

Film is shorter

Immersive experience,
feels like you are “there”

Used for Hollywood
movies

13%

Used for documentaries
or educational films

9%

The same as 3D

8%

2%

Base: All General Market consumers (2149)
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Film is shorter

3%

c. Attendance levels and trends

Documentary viewership levels: 2014

In the General Market, 15% of consumers attended a documentary Giant Screen film in the last 12
months, and an additional 36% are Lapsed Viewers (saw a film more than a year ago).
Nearly half (49%) of the General Market has never attended a documentary Giant Screen film.
• Europe has the lowest portion of consumers who have attended a Giant Screen film in the last 12

months (10%).
• Of the 50% of Chinese audiences* who have ever seen a documentary Giant Screen film, 26%

have seen it in the last year. In comparison, European and North American audiences are more
likely to be Lapsed Viewers. This pattern reflects the Chinese market’s earlier stage of maturity
compared to Europe and North America.

Documentary Giant Screen viewership levels: 2014

How recently have you seen a documentary film in a Giant Screen theater?

Audience Survey

General Market
15%

Viewers - within last 12 months

36%

Lapsed Viewer - more than 12 months ago
100%

Never Viewed

49%

Base: Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film
in last three months (1554). All General Market consumers (2495).

Documentary Giant Screen viewership levels by region: 2014
General Market
North America

Europe

China*

Viewers

15%

Lapsed Viewer

37%

Never Viewed

48%

Viewers

10%

Lapsed Viewer

39%

Never Viewed

51%

Viewers

26%

Lapsed Viewer

24%

Never Viewed

50%

*China data represent consumers with internet access in markets where Giant Screen theaters
currently exist. Documentary viewership in the overall Chinese population is lower.
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DMR Viewership levels: 2014

Giant Screen theaters are attracting many of the same audience members for both documentary
and DMR films.
• One-half of documentary audience members (50%) saw a DMR film in a Giant Screen theater in

the last year, and an additional 15% attended one more than a year ago.
• General Market consumers are more likely to have attended a DMR film (19%) in a Giant

Screen theater than to have attended an educational documentary film (15%).
• Chinese General Market consumers are more likely than Europeans or North Americans to

have seen a DMR film in a Giant Screen theater in the last 12 months (31% vs. 10% and 20%
respectively).
DMR Giant Screen viewership levels: 2014

How recently have you seen a Hollywood movie in a Giant Screen theater?

Audience Survey

General Market
19%

Viewers - within last 12 months
Lapsed Viewer - more than 12 months ago
Never Viewed

50%

23%

15%
59%
35%
Base: All Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents (1639). All General Market consumers (2495).

DMR Giant Screen viewership levels by region: 2014
North America

Europe

China*

Audience Survey

General Market

Viewers

52%

20%

Lapsed Viewer

15%

25%

Never Viewed

33%

55%

Viewers

61%

10%

Lapsed Viewer

21%

39%

Never Viewed

18%

51%

Viewers

52%

31%

Lapsed Viewer

15%

33%

Never Viewed

33%

38%

*China data represent consumers with internet access in markets where Giant Screen theaters
currently exist. Documentary viewership in the overall Chinese population is lower.
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Viewership level trends: 2003 to 2014

Results from 2014 can be compared to 2003 data to understand trends in viewership and
attendance for Giant Screen theaters overall, including both educational documentary and DMR
films.
•

The 2003 survey* measured viewership of films in Giant Screen theaters and did not distinguish
between DMR and educational documentary films.

•

The 2014 survey measures viewership of each type of film separately, and allows for analysis of
the combined viewership of both types of Giant Screen films.

Combined viewership for Giant Screen theaters (including both DMR and educational documentary
films) declined from 24% in 2003 to 21% in 2014.

Giant Screen viewership levels, all film types: 2003-2014
Percent seen film in Giant Screen theater in last 12 months, includes educational and DMR films.

2003

24%

2014

21%

Base: 2003 – 997 General Population respondents; 2014 – 2496 General Market consumers.

*Definition of Giant Screen films in 2003 survey: “Giant-screen films, which can be either 2D or 3D, are presented in
specially designed theaters featuring screens at least five stories high and powerful surround-sound systems.
Working together, these elements immerse viewers in larger-than-life, crystal-clear pictures and realistic sound,
making them feel as if they are literally in the picture.” The 2014 survey definition distinguishes between the theater
and the types of films shown, and the survey measures viewership of each film type (documentary vs. DMR)
separately. The Appendix of this report provides the full definition used in the 2014 survey.
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Documentary Giant Screen film share of theater attendance

• The average Audience Member sees 10 total films in a theater each year, and Giant Screen

theaters account for 40% of their total theater visits (4 total, 3 for documentary films and 1 for DMR
movies).
• Documentary audiences see several more films per year on average than the typical consumer.

General Market (10 total films versus 8 among Lapsed Viewers and 7 among Never Viewers).
• Although Lapsed and Never Viewers in the General Market are not attending Giant Screen

theaters for documentaries, they visit once a year on average to see a DMR movie.
Number of films seen
About how many times in the last 12 months have you seen on the Giant Screen – Documentary films? Hollywood movies?
About how many times in the last 12 months have you seen movies in other types of theaters?

10
Documentary films on the Giant Screen
at a museum, science center, etc.

6

7

6

Giant Screen
Audience Members

Lapsed Viewers

Never Viewed

Movies in other types of theaters

North America
10

8

8
Lapsed
Viewers

Never
Viewed

Giant Screen
Audience
Members

2

Giant Screen
Audience
Members

1

Europe
8
1
7

3
2
6

7

1

Hollywood movies on the Giant Screen
at a museum, science center, etc.

11

8

3
1

2
1
5

China
10

7
1
6

5
0
5

3
2
5

Lapsed
Viewers

Never
Viewed

Giant Screen
Audience
Members

9
1

9
1

8

8

Lapsed
Viewers

Never
Viewed

Average number of films seen, by type.
Base: Global - All Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents seen film in last three months (1554); Lapsed Viewers (587), Never Viewed (808).
North America: Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents seen film in last three months (1068); Lapsed Viewers (247), Never Viewed (330).
Europe: Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents seen film in last three months (450); Lapsed Viewers (301), Never Viewed (394).
China: Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents seen film in last three months (36); Lapsed Viewers (40), Never Viewed (84).
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Documentary Giant Screen films: Future intent to attend

Although the majority of Viewers report high satisfaction with the film and their overall experience,
only one-half (50% of Audience Members) have strong intentions to see another documentary Giant
Screen film in the next 12 months. This pattern suggests that many viewers are not regular visitors
to the venue, or that they’re not confident the theater will have interesting/different content for them
in the next year.
Only about one in four Lapsed Viewers (24%) and 18% of consumers who have Never Viewed a
documentary Giant Screen film intend to see one in the future. Without changes in content,
marketing , or venue features, future attendance will be driven largely by repeat visits from existing
audiences.
European audiences are least likely to plan to return to see a documentary Giant Screen film in the
next 12 months (37%), compared to North American or Chinese audiences.
Recent audience members least likely to plan to return are ages 16-24 (40%) and Singles (45%).

Likelihood to attend documentary films
How likely are you to see a documentary Giant Screen film in the next twelve months?

Audience Survey

General Market

Recent Viewers

Lapsed Viewers

Never Viewed

24%

18%

Very likely

Very likely
Somewhat likely

50%

Somewhat likely
Maybe

Maybe

28%

36%

Unlikely

Unlikely

28%

31%

27%

14%
2%

20%

12%

Base: Audience Survey respondents, attended
documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554).

Base: General Market consumers - Lapsed Viewers, seen more than 12 months ago
(587) and Never Viewed (808).

Future intent to attend documentary Giant Screen films by region
(Percent very likely in next 12 months)
Giant Screen Audiences

Lapsed Viewers

Never Viewed

North America

56%

22%

20%

Europe

37%

24%

14%

China

53%

33%

31%

Base: Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554); North America (1068), Europe (450),
China (36). General Market consumers Lapsed Viewers: North America (247), Europe (300), China (40) , Never Viewed (808). General Market
consumers Never Viewed: North America (330), Europe (394), China (36), Never Viewed (84).
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DMR Giant Screen movies: Future intent to visit

• Among documentary audiences who have also seen a DMR film on the Giant Screen, 36% show

strong interest in seeing another DMR movie on the Giant Screen. They show less interest in
seeing DMR movies on the Giant Screen than in seeing documentary films (50% very interested).
• Among consumers who have not recently seen a documentary on the Giant Screen but have seen

a DMR film, 36% are very likely to return to see a DMR movie.
• DMR movies may represent a better opportunity to increase theater attendance than do

documentary films. Lapsed and Never Viewers are more likely to come to a Giant Screen theater
to see a DMR film (36% of Lapsed Viewers and of Never Viewers) than to see a documentary film
(24% and 18%, respectively).

Likelihood to attend DMR films
How likely are you to see a Hollywood film on the Giant Screen in the next twelve months?

Documentary Audience Results

General Market

Recent Viewers

Lapsed Documentary
Viewers

Never Seen
Documentary

36%

36%

36%
Very likely

Very likely

Somewhat likely

Somewhat likely

Maybe
Unlikely

Maybe
30%

28%

36%

Unlikely

19%

23%

19%
14%

11%

8%

Base: Audience Survey respondents, attended
documentary Giant Screen film in last three
months (1554).

Base: General Market consumers - Lapsed Viewers, seen more
than 12 months ago (587) and Never Viewed (808).

Future intent to attend DMR Giant Screen films by region
(Percent very likely in next 12 months)
Giant Screen Audiences

Lapsed Viewers

Never Viewed

North America

39%

38%

31%

Europe

27%

32%

30%

China
56%
53%
49%
Base: Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months: North America (1068), Europe
(450), China (36). General Market consumers Lapsed Viewers: North America (247), Europe (300), China (40) , Never Viewed (808).
General Market consumers Never Viewed: North America (330), Europe (394), China (36), Never Viewed (84).
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Comparing potential audiences and current audiences: Demographics

The potential audience for documentary Giant Screen films differs from current audiences in both
demographics and their interests.
•

Lapsed and Never Viewers are less affluent and less educated than current documentary film
audiences. They are also less likely to be married or have children, compared to current
documentary film audiences.

•

Lapsed and Never Viewers spend their free time differently than current audiences. Giant Screen
entertainment “competes” with a different set of interests and habits.
•

Although they don’t attend documentary films on the Giant Screen, Lapsed and Never Viewers
do consume more on-screen entertainment, both at home and in theaters, than current
documentary audiences.

•

They are more interested in video games, sports, shopping and music than current audiences.

•

They are less likely than current audiences to visit museums, zoos, aquariums and other
venues that typically house Giant Screen theaters.

•

They are less interested in travel or live performances like plays or concerts.
General Market

Demographics

Interests/activities

Current Documentary
Audience

Lapsed Viewers

Never Viewed

Saw film in last 3 months

Earn $100,000 or more annually

19%

14%

37% !

Have post-graduate degree

14%

15%

30% !

Married

39%

41%

56% !

Have children

49%

51%

62% !

Age 55+ / Baby Boomers and
Beyond

23%

22%

30% !

Watch TV/movies at home

61%

66%

53%

Watch TV/movies in a theater

51%

53%

35% "

Sports—watching or attending

22%

23%

17% "

Music—listen, play instrument

34%

33%

23% "

Shopping

24%

28%

16% "

Playing video games

19%

18%

8% "

Travel—planning trips, learning
about new places

31%

33%

39% !

Visit museums, zoo, aquarium, etc.

17%

17%

40% !

See performances (play, concert)

24%

20%

29%

"

!

! Indicates Current Audiences are significantly higher than other segments, " indicates Current Audiences are significantly lower than
other segments
Base: Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554).
General market consumers - Lapsed Viewers (587), Never Viewed (808).
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Comparing potential audiences and current audiences: Information
sources

Lapsed and Never Viewers rely on the same primary information sources that current audiences use,
for the most part. To the extent that the media strategy needs to vary to reach beyond current
audiences, the data indicate:
•

Websites (excluding search), word of mouth about films, and direct marketing from the theater are
a better channel for reaching current audiences than for Lapsed Viewers or Never Viewers.
Current audiences are less likely than Lapsed or Never Viewers to rely on information at the
theater, indicating they arrive at the theater already informed about the film options.

•

Never Viewers use fewer sources of information, concentrating their attention on a core set of
information sources – primarily film trailers, word of mouth, and broadcast advertising.

Current Documentary Audience
Saw film in last 3 months

Lapsed
Viewers

Recommendations from
family/friends

65%

61%

54% "

Websites (excl. search
engines)

52%

42%

41%

Newspaper

48%

48%

36% "

Outdoor ads

27%

28%

22% "

Magazines

22%

20%

15% "

Email/mail from theater

21%

"

10%

10%

Recommendations from
family/friends

53%

"

47%

44%

At the theater, film listings at
theater

29% "

35%

36%

News/articles in the
newspaper

31%

27%

21% "

Reviews from film critics

22%

27%

16% "

Films/movies

"

Information sources
“Things to do” in
general

General Market
Never Viewed

! Indicates Current Audiences are significantly higher than other segments, " indicates Current Audiences are
significantly lower than other segments
Base: Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary Giant Screen film in last three months (1554).
General market consumers - Lapsed Viewers (587), Never Viewed (808).
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d. Satisfaction with films, the theater experience

Satisfaction with documentary films and the overall experience

Consumers enjoy both the documentary content and the Giant Screen theater experience. The
large majority of consumers give strong positive ratings to their experience.
Satisfaction with the films has actually increased since 2003 (73% among Viewers in 2003), and
satisfaction with the overall experience remains high (86% among Viewers in 2003).
Europeans (both recent audiences and the general market) report lower satisfaction with Giant
Screen films and the overall Giant Screen experience, compared to consumers in North America
and China.

Satisfaction with documentary Giant Screen films, the overall theater experience
Percent satisfied, 8-10 on 10-pt scale
Audience Results
Enjoyment of documentary Giant Screen films
80%

General Market
Overall experience of a Giant Screen theater

79%

83%

83%

North America

84%

78%

86%

84%

Europe

70%

69%

76%

75%

China

86%

88%

87%

89%

Base: Audience Survey respondents (1864); North America (1271), Europe (530), China (63). General Market consumers
(1100); North America (418), Europe (306), China (376).

Patterns in satisfaction by demographic characteristics, film type
Satisfaction is generally consistent across age, gender and income groups, however it varies
somewhat based on life stage. Although still high, satisfaction with documentary films is somewhat
lower among Singles (75%) and Couples without Kids (76%) and higher among Families with Kids
(80%) and Baby Boomers and Beyond (86%).
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Describing the documentary Giant Screen experience

•

The feeling of being “there”, immersed in the experience is one of the most salient characteristics
of the documentary Giant Screen experience among both Audience Members and General
Market consumers.

•

Consistent with their recent experience seeing a film, in general Audience Members have a
richer, more multi-dimensional sense of the experience—they select more words to describe
their experience whereas General Market consumers select fewer.

•

The perception that Giant Screen films are educational, informative, and family-friendly is unique
among Audience Members. General Market consumers are much less likely to associate these
characteristics with documentary Giant Screen films.

•

General Market consumers are more likely than Audience Members to think of the Giant Screen
experience as Exciting.

Salient characteristics of the documentary Giant Screen experience
Which of the following words do you feel describe the overall experience of seeing documentary Giant Screen
films? If you haven’t seen one, answer based on your impression of these types of films.

Feels like I'm 'there', in the experience

44%

Educational

53%

25%

Informative

57%

44%

27%
31%
32%

Absorbing
Family friendly

28%

13%

25%
28%

Amazing

24%

Exciting

34%

22%
22%

Fun

21%
25%

Unique

18%
18%

Adventurous

16%
19%

A different experience every time

11%
14%

Moving

Regional differences
Chinese audiences focus on the
immersive nature of the Giant Screen to
a greater degree (65%) than do
European (48%) or North American
(44%) audiences.

10%
12%

Expensive

9%
9%

Wholesome

6%
3%

Dizzy/Queasy

2%
2%

Not as interesting as it used to be
Boring

1%
1%

Outdated

1%
1%

Audience Results

Repetitive, unoriginal

1%
1%

General Market

Base: All Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents (2622). All General Market consumers (2495).
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Strengths of documentary Giant Screen films

•

When asked to describe in their own words what they like most about documentary Giant
Screen films, audiences focus on the immersive feeling of “being there” in the film (42%).
Europeans in particular focus on the immersiveness of the experience (52%).

•

Audiences are more likely to focus on the overall fun/enjoyable experience (17%) than the
informative nature of the content (9%) or the interesting topics (9%) addressed in the films.

•

Some consumers focus on specific features of the experience like screen size (17%), sound
(15%), image clarity (14%) or effects (3%).

Strengths of documentary Giant Screen films

Verbatim comments

What do you like most about the overall experience of
seeing documentary Giant Screen films?

Immersive/Real/Feel like you are there

42%

Big screen

17%

Great experience/Fun/Enjoyable

17%

Sound

15%

Picture quality/Clarity

14%

Informative

9%

Interesting topics/Content

9%

Great films/Cinematography/Beautiful
picture

You feel immersed in the film, like
you're a part of it.

I like the 360 degree
surround.

I enjoy learning and being
entertained at the same time.

I love the feel of the giant screen. Love how it draws you in
and you become one with the film.

7%

Visibility

4%

Unique, different

3%

3D/Special effects

3%

Aerial/feels like flying/moving

3%

Family friendly

1%

Everything

1%

Good length

1%

Comfortable

1%

Fun and different, my kids
thought it was really neat!

The sensory
experience of a larger
screen.

The giant screen showing
such an extensive
landscape was thrilling.
Good quality films with
breathtaking visuals.

The documentaries are beautifully done, holding the
attention of my entire family - from 4 to almost 40.

Base: Seen a documentary Giant Screen film in the last year, including Audience Survey and General Market consumer
respondents (2964). Coded open-ended responses. Results total to greater than 100% - multiple responses accepted.
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Improvements in documentary Giant Screen films

•

When asked what they’d like to see improved in documentary films or Giant Screen theaters to
increase the likelihood they’ll attend in the future, most consumers have no specific
suggestions. The large majority of consumers are satisfied with their experience and plan to see
a film again in the future.

•

Of the consumers who do suggest improvements, they focus more on the film content than the
theater. The most common suggestion is for more selection of films—greater variety, shorter
runs, more choices (9%), and also for more interesting or “better” content (6%). A few want
more 3D effects.

•

Among the theater improvements, audiences are most interested in seating changes that will
improve comfort (6%).

Verbatim comments

Weaknesses of documentary Giant
Screen films
What improvements to the films or theaters would you
like to see in order to increase the likelihood that you’ll
see a documentary Giant Screen film in the future?

Don't know, not sure

52%

No improvements needed

More films, variety, faster
turnover of films

24%

9%

Bigger seating, more
comfortable seating

6%

More interesting films,
better content

6%

3D--more 3D effects, better
3D effects

Better system for waiting,
seating

I would like to see more variety of different films.

More leg room between
front and back of seats.

Larger & more
comfortable seating.

I would like to see more
documentaries to choose
from.

More documentaries with
interesting content.

More variety. The same movies play for months on end.

Better 3D quality of films.

Kids want more 3D
effects.

3%

1%

Base: Seen a documentary Giant Screen film in the last year, including Audience Survey and General Market consumer
respondents (2964). Coded open-ended responses. Results total to greater than 100% - multiple responses accepted.
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Motivations to see a Giant Screen film

•

Audiences choose to see a documentary Giant Screen film primarily because the film topic
interests them and they want the Giant Screen theater experience.

•

Convenience plays a role in the decision as well: 23% see the film because the schedule is
convenient, and 27% saw the film mainly because they were also visiting the attraction.

•

About one in four (27%) see a Giant Screen film for the novelty of a different experience.

•

Most audience members don’t attribute their visit to marketing, reviews, or personal
recommendations even though these may be the sources through which they learned about the
film.

Motivation to see a movie on the Giant Screen
Thinking about your most recent visit, what is the main reason you
decided to see a movie on the Giant Screen?
Recent documentary audience

Recent DMR audience
54%

Interested in the film topic

29%

Theater experience--screen size,
sound, image quality, etc.
Combined it with visit to the
attraction

53%
77%
27%

Consumers who’ve seen a DMR
film (and not a documentary)
choose to see movies on the Giant
Screen mainly for the theater
experience. The film topic is less
likely to motivate their visit.

7%

Convenient schedule, playing at a
good time
Different experience, break from
normal activities
Saw an ad or trailer

23%
14%
27%
18%
15%
19%

Personal recommendation

13%
8%

Read good reviews

9%
13%

Another reason

9%
10%

Base: Audience Survey respondents, attended documentary in last three months (1554) or attended DMR
movie (and not a documentary) in last three months (385).
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Reasons for lack of interest in seeing documentary Giant Screen films

Film content is the most common theme among the objections to seeing educational/documentary
films:
•

For most consumers, the main reason they lack interest in seeing documentary films relates to
the films themselves—they prefer Hollywood movies, they want more entertaining or more
interesting films, or they want films with actors or more of a story/plot.

•

The cost (or lack of perceived value) is also one of the most common reasons consumers lack
interest in seeing documentary films (25%).
Reasons not interested in seeing Giant Screen documentary films in future
[If haven’t seen one in last six months or do plan to see in the future] What are the main reasons you’re not more interested in
seeing documentary Giant Screen films?

Prefer films that are more entertaining than
educational

28%

Prefer Hollywood-style movies

27%

Prefer films with more of a story / plot

27%

Other entertainment choices are more enjoyable

25%

Film topics are not interesting

17%

Prefer films with actors

17%

Too short, prefer longer films

9%

Too family friendly, 'kids movies'
Films seem too similar, not enough new topics

8%
5%

Too expensive

25%

Similar movies/shows available at home

Value/price

14%

Theater location not convenient

21%

No plans to go to a museum, science center, zoo,
etc.

Convenience,
time constraints

19%

Too busy, don't have time, not a priority
Film schedule not convenient / limited hours

Film content

17%
4%

Base: Not interested in seeing in future or haven’t seen documentary Giant Screen film within last six months, including Audience
Survey and General Market consumer respondents (471). Results total to greater than 100% - multiple responses accepted.
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Reasons for lack of interest in seeing documentary Giant Screen films:
Lapsed viewers and non viewers

There are only four areas where the barriers to attracting future viewers are different depending on
how recently a consumer has visited.
•

Cost is a uniquely strong barrier among the “never” visitors – 30% say the experience is too
expensive. Cost is less likely to be a barrier among recent or lapsed viewers.

•

Both Lapsed Viewers and Never Viewers are more likely to prefer Hollywood-style films and get
more enjoyment from other entertainment options, compared to consumers who’ve recently seen
a film.

•

Recent viewers who don’t plan to return are more likely to criticize the experience as being too
oriented around families/kids.

Reasons not interested in seeing Giant Screen documentary films in future
[If haven’t seen one in last six months or do plan to see in the future] What are the main reasons you’re not more interested in
seeing documentary Giant Screen films?

31%
27%

Prefer Hollywood-style movies
18%

30%
26%

Prefer films with more of a story / plot
20%

30%

Other entertainment choices are more enjoyable

21%

Never seen

13%

Lapsed (More than a year ago)

Too family friendly, 'kids movies'

6%
7%

Saw in past year
13%
30%

Too expensive

19%
20%

Base: Not interested in seeing in future or haven’t seen documentary Giant Screen film within last six months, including Audience
Survey and General Market consumer respondents (471). Results total to greater than 100% - multiple responses accepted.
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e. Compelling film characteristics

Preferred film characteristics: Length

Nearly one-half of consumers are interested in documentary Giant Screen films that are full-feature
length, and there is relatively little interest in shorter films of 30 minutes or less.
Interest in feature-length films is related to several factors:
•

Perceived value/price of the documentary Giant Screen experience: Some consumers feel the
ticket price is too expensive, and price in general is an important consideration when consumers
compare their entertainment options. A longer film or longer experience provides more value.

•

Audience demographics: Documentaries attract a wide range of consumers, including adults
attending without children. Longer films/experiences have greater appeal to adult audiences.

•

Focus on theater experience: Many recent audience members visit the venue solely or primarily
to see a film. Longer films or augmented experiences would provide a more substantial benefit.

Preferred characteristics of documentary Giant Screen films: Length
Most Giant Screen films are non-fiction or documentaries. Assuming the film has an educational/
informational purpose, how likely are you to see a Giant Screen film if it…?
47%

Is full feature length–90 minutes or more

Is 30 minutes or less

48%

Audience Survey

14%
25%

General Market

Percent likely to see film, 8-10 on 1-10 scale

Base: All Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents (2622). All General Market consumers (2495).

Comparison of results by segment
Among recent documentary audiences Families with Kids are more interested in shorter films (17%),
compared to other segments (11% among Singles, 12% among Couples without Kids, and 11% among
Baby Boomers and Beyond).
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Preferred film characteristics: Content

Nearly one-half of existing Audiences (48%) and the General Market (49%) prefer documentary
Giant Screen content that entertains as much or more than it educates.
There is also interest in documentary content that is plot driven, especially among the General
Market (52%).
While both Audiences and the General Market show similar levels of interest in content that is
based on a popular story or theme, preferences diverge in the use of comedy, advocacy/issueoriented content, or fiction.
•

About one-third of Audience Members show interest in comedy, and fewer are interested in
fictional content or advocacy/issue-oriented content.

•

The General Market shows stronger interest than current documentary audiences in all of these
content approaches, which may reflect their preferences in on-screen entertainment in general.
Preferred characteristics of documentary Giant Screen films: Content
Most Giant Screen films are non-fiction or documentaries. Assuming the film has an educational/
informational purpose, how likely are you to see a Giant Screen film if it…?
48%
49%

Entertains as much or more than it educates

44%

Tells a 'story', has a plot (instead of being purely
informational)

52%
41%

Is based on or related to a popular theme or story (for
example, from a book, TV show, museum exhibit, etc.)

47%
34%

Uses comedy

Takes a point of view, advocates a position about a
subject or cause

44%
27%
38%
Audience Survey

Uses a fictional/made-up story to communicate an
educational message

26%
36%

General Market

Percent likely to see film, 8-10 on 1-10 scale
Base: All Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents (2622). All General Market consumers (2495).

Regional and demographic differences
Younger audience members (age 16-34) show more interest in educational films that use comedy or take a
point of view, compared to audience members who are age 35+.
The life stage segment Baby Boomers and Beyond are least interested in seeing comedy on the Giant
Screen.
Interest in comedy on the Giant Screen is stronger among Chinese audiences.
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Preferred film characteristics: Use of on-screen talent

There is some interest in using actors in educational Giant Screen films. About one in three
Audience Members and 42% of General Market Consumers would be more interested in seeing
these types of films if actors are used at all or if well-known actors/narrators are used.
Using actors in educational Giant Screen films appeals more strongly to General Market
Consumers than to existing Audiences, which may reflect the type of content they’re accustomed to
seeing or prefer to see in other on-screen entertainment (movies, TV, etc.).

Preferred characteristics of educational Giant Screen films: Use of actors
Most Giant Screen films are non-fiction or documentaries. Assuming the film has an educational/
informational purpose, how likely are you to see a Giant Screen film if it…?

32%

Uses actors/narrators who are well-known or
famous

42%

30%

Features actors (instead of or in addition to a pure
documentary)

Audience Survey
42%

General Market

Percent likely to see film, 8-10 on 1-10 scale
Base: All Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents (2622). All General Market consumers (2495).

Regional differences
Chinese audiences show greater interest in educational films that feature actors (44%), compared to
European or North American audiences.
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Preferred film characteristics: Audience age

The data indicate that documentary Giant Screen content should be developed to be enjoyed for a
range of audiences. A large portion of consumers want documentary Giant Screen content that is
appropriate for all ages (48% of Audience Members) and also content that is aimed at adults (43%).
•

All-ages content is of greatest interest to Families with Children (64%), and to Baby Boomers
and Beyond (48%), who attend sometimes with children and sometimes without.

•

Content aimed at adults is of greatest interest to Couples without Kids (57%), Singles (46%) and
Baby Boomers and Beyond (45%); however, 34% of Families with Kids are also interested in
adult-inclusive content. Although many consumers attend documentary Giant Screen films with
children, they’re looking for content that everyone (children and adults) in their group will enjoy.

Preferred characteristics of documentary Giant Screen films: Audience age
Most Giant Screen films are non-fiction or documentaries. Assuming the film has an educational/
informational purpose, how likely are you to see a Giant Screen film if it…?
48%

Is appropriate for all ages, including children

44%

43%

The story/topic is aimed at adults

47%

Audience Survey
General Market

Percent likely to see film, 8-10 on 1-10 scale

Base: All Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents (2622). All General Market consumers (2495).

Regional differences
European audiences show greater interest in films aimed at adults (40%) than films appropriate for all
ages (31%). The opposite is true in North America and China, where interest in films appropriate for all
ages is stronger than films aimed at adults.
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Preferred film characteristics: Use of effects

Sophisticated effects like CGI or 3D have potential to attract audiences to documentary Giant
Screen films, whereas animation is of less interest to audiences.
•

Interest in sophisticated effects like CGI may be related to consumers overall interest in the
Giant Screen experience – consumers who appreciate the screen size, image quality and sound
system also appreciate special effects. It may also be that consumers associate special effects
with bigger-budget, higher production value films.

•

3D appeals strongly to a segment of consumers – about one in four audience members prefer
movies in 3D given the choice. The majority like 3D effects selectively: About half of consumers
say some movies are much better in 3D.

Preferred characteristics of documentary Giant Screen films: Effects
Most Giant Screen films are non-fiction or documentaries. Assuming the film has an educational/
informational purpose, how likely are you to see a Giant Screen film if it…?

Uses sophisticated special effects or CGI
(computer-generated imagery)

40%
44%
36%

Is in 3D
Uses animation instead of live action

43%
Audience Survey

18%
28%

General Market

Percent likely to see film, 8-10 on 1-10 scale

Base: All Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents (2622). All General Market consumers (2495).

Demographic and regional differences
Younger consumers (ages 16-34) show more interest in special effects like CGI and also in animation,
compared to consumers ages 35 and older.
Chinese audiences show greater interest in effects than do European or North American audiences.
68% of Chinese audiences are more likely to see Giant Screen films with special effects/CGI, 60% are
more likely to see 3D films, and 29% are more likely to see films with animation. Interest in effects
among Chinese audiences is consistent with their broader interest in the immersive, absorbing Giant
Screen experience.
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Appeal of specific topics/genres
Audiences members are most interested in six types of films: oceans, space, nature, travel,
science, and adventure/action.
Of least interest are films featuring sports, drama, detective/mystery, and comedy .
The other topics/genres tested in the survey appeal to a meaningful portion of the market
(36%-48%) but not a majority.
•

It may be that these types of films are unusual for educational Giant Screen content and that
audiences need to be shown or convinced that these topics/genres are compelling on the Giant
Screen.

•

It may also be that consumers’ appetites for these types of content are satisfied through other
media (TV, Hollywood films, etc.).
Interest in specific topics/genres on the Giant Screen: Audience Results
Thinking about your interests and the Giant Screen experience (screen size, sound system, image
quality, etc.), how interested are you in seeing these kinds of movies on the Giant Screen?

Oceans, marine life, underwater

68%

Space

67%

Nature, animals, natural history, the environment

66%

Travel, destination, unique location

60%

Science

57%

Adventure, action

56%

Flight

48%

Science fiction

47%

Natural disasters

46%

Technology

40%

Biography, history

40%

Music/concert

36%

Comedy

30%

Detective/crime/mystery

30%

Drama
Sports/Extreme sports

28%
25%
Percent interested (8-10 on 10-pt scale)

Base: All Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents (2622)

Regional differences
Chinese audiences show strong interest in Science Fiction (74%) and Extreme Sports (56%).
North American audiences show stronger interest in Nature (73%), Travel (66%), and Science (64%) topics
than do other regions.
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Appeal of specific topics/genres for life stage segments

The appeal of specifics topics and genres varies significantly across life stage segments, and these
data can be used in marketing films or identifying content to attract specific audience segments.
•

Singles are less interested in the most popular topics and genres (oceans, space, nature, travel,
science) than other segments. Singles are more interested in adventure/action, science fiction,
comedy and sports than other segments.

•

Couples without Kids are the segment most likely to be interested in detective/crime/mystery
films.

•

Travel, biography/history films and music/concert films are of unique interest to the Baby
Boomers and Beyond segment.
Topic appeals more to…
Couples, no
kids

Families with
kids

Baby Boomers
and beyond

Oceans, marine life, underwater

#

#

#

Space

#

#

Nature, animals, natural history, the environment

#

#

Singles

Travel, destination, unique location

#

Science
Adventure, action

#

Flight
Science fiction

#

#

Natural disasters

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#
#

#

Biography, history

#

Technology
Music/concert

#

Detective/crime/mystery
Comedy

#
#

#

#

#

#

#

Drama
Sports/Extreme sports
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Film subject: Comparison between Audiences and the General Market

Across both Audience members and the General Market, consumers are most interested in Giant
Screen content about oceans, space, nature, travel, and adventure/action
•

Audience members show greater interest in content that is fairly traditional for educational Giant
Screen films—oceans, nature, space, science, travel/destinations and flight—compared to the
General Market.

•

The General Market shows more interest in content that is not typical for educational Giant
Screen films--comedy, detective/crime, drama, and sports.

Interest in specific topics/genres on the Giant Screen
Thinking about your interests and the Giant Screen experience (screen size, sound system, image
quality, etc.), how interested are you in seeing these kinds of movies on the Giant Screen?
Audience Survey

General Market

Oceans, marine life, underwater

68%

57%

Space

55%

Nature, animals, natural history, the environment

55%

Travel, destination, unique location

51%

Science

45%

Flight

41%

Comedy

30%

Detective/crime/mystery

30%

28%

Drama

25%

Sports/Extreme sports

67%

66%

60%

57%

48%

47%

46%

35%

34%

Percent interested (8-10 on 10-pt scale)

Base: All Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents (2622). All General Market consumers (2495).
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Stronger appeal to
Audience Members

Stronger appeal to
the General Market

Identifying film characteristics that drive attendance

Threshold conditions, distractions:
Evaluate
!Strong appeal to consumers
"Weak relationship with likelihood to see film

Known Drivers: Focus and maintain
!Strong appeal to consumers
!Strong relationship with likelihood to see film

Features that fall into this quadrant appeal to
consumers but do not drive decisions.

Features that fall into this quadrant are widely
appealing and are also strongly related to
consumers’ likelihood to see a film.

These features can act as threshold
conditions.

These features should be prioritized for future
educational film content.

Safely Ignore

Hidden Drivers: Focus and grow

"Weak appeal to consumers
"Weak relationship with likelihood to see film

These features are currently not important.
Consumers don’t find them appealing and
they don’t drive interest in films.

"Weak appeal to consumers
!Strong relationship with likelihood to see film

Features that fall into this quadrant aren’t
widely appealing but are strongly related to
consumers’ likelihood to see a film.
These features represent latent opportunities
to attract consumers.

Low

Stated appeal to consumers

High

Mapping interest in film characteristics relative to the impact these features have on likelihood to
see a documentary Giant Screen film (using correlation analysis) yields a quadrant map that
provides direction about which features should be the focus for future Giant Screen content or for
marketing of existing content.

Weak

Relationship to likelihood to see film
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Strong

Identifying film characteristics that drive attendance: Audience results

•

Educational film audiences are most likely to be motivated to see films in the future that are
appropriate for all ages, full-feature length, and use special effects and 3D.

•

Story-driven films or films with an entertainment focus appeal to audiences and act as threshold
conditions; Audiences are much more likely to consider films with these characteristics.

•

Using fictional stories or animation, or producing shorter films, have little appeal to audiences
and do not drive interest in seeing educational films in the future.

Known drivers

Threshold conditions
Very appealing

Entertains more
than it educates	
  
Tells a “story”, has a plot 	
  

Based on a popular
theme or story 	
  
Film characteristics

Appropriate for all ages	
  

Story/topic
aimed at adults	
  
Uses sophisticated
special effects	
  
Is in 3D	
  

Uses
comedy	
  
Uses well-known actors/
narrators 	
  

Features
actors 	
  

Uses a fictional/madeup story	
  

Less appealing

Is full feature length	
  

Takes a point of view,
advocates a position	
  

Uses animation	
  
Safely ignore
Weak

Is 30 minutes or less	
  
Relationship to likelihood to see film
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Hidden drivers
Strong

Identifying film characteristics that drive attendance: General Market

Consistent with current audiences, General Market consumers are most likely to be motivated to
see films that are appropriate for all ages and that use special effects or 3D. They also require
films that are story-driven and entertaining.

•

Films that use comedy or advocate a position have unique potential to attract General Market
consumers. Both of these characteristics correlate strongly to future interest in seeing
documentary Giant Screen films.

•

The General Market is more likely than current audiences to see films that are story-driven,
based on a popular theme or story, or use a fictional story.

Very appealing

•

Threshold conditions

Known drivers
Tells a “story”,
has a plot 	
  

Entertains more than it educates	
  

Is full
feature
length	
  

Film characteristics

Story/topic
aimed at adults	
  
Features
actors 	
  

Uses
sophisticated
special effects	
   Appropriate
for all ages	
  

Based on a popular
theme or story 	
  

Uses well-known actors/
narrators 	
  

Uses a fictional/
made-up story	
  

Uses
comedy	
  

Is in 3D	
  

Takes a point of view,
advocates a position	
  

Less appealing

Uses animation	
  
Is 30 minutes or less	
  
Safely ignore
Weak

Hidden drivers
Relationship to likelihood to see film
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Strong

Identifying film topics/genres that drive attendance: Audience results
Current audiences will be motivated to return by film topics and genres that are consistent with
what they are accustomed to seeing in educational Giant Screen films–oceans, nature, science,
space, and travel.

•

Flight, biography/history, and natural disaster films also represent an opportunity: Although these
topics are only moderately appealing, they are strongly correlated to audience likelihood to see
films in the future.

•

Although current audiences rate it as appealing, action/adventure doesn’t correlate strongly to
likelihood to see an educational film in the future. It may be that current audiences would like to
see more elements of action/adventure included in traditional documentary genres rather than a
true action/adventure film.

•

Genres like comedy, drama, sports, crime and music are not opportunities for the Giant Screen:
They have little appeal as Giant Screen content and do not correlate with likelihood to see films
in the future.

Known drivers

Distractions or threshold conditions

Oceans,
marine life
Space

Travel,
destination

Nature,
animals

Science

Adventure, action

Film genres

Very appealing

•

Science fiction

Natural
disasters

Flight

Biography, history
Technology

Less appealing

Music/concert

Drama
Safely ignore
Low

Detective/crime/
mystery
Comedy
Sports/Extreme sports
Relationship to likelihood to see film
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Hidden drivers
High

Identifying film topics/genres that drive attendance: General Market

The topics/genres that motivate the General Market to see documentary films are largely consistent
with what is of interest to current documentary film audiences.
General Market consumers will be motivated to see film topics and genres that are familiar
among educational Giant Screen films–oceans, nature, space, and travel.

•

Although not rated as highly appealing, interest in biography/history, science, technology, flight,
and natural disaster films is strongly correlated to likelihood to see films in the future.

•

Although consumers rate action/adventure and science fiction as appealing, these genres don’t
correlate strongly to likelihood to see an educational film in the future.

Very appealing

•

Distractions or threshold conditions

Known drivers

Adventure, action

Oceans,
marine life
Space

Film genres

Science fiction

Comedy

Detective/crime/
mystery

Travel,
destination
Natural disasters

Music/concert
Less appealing

Nature, animals

Drama

Sports/Extreme
sports

Flight

Biography,
history

Technology

Hidden drivers

Safely ignore
Low

Science

Relationship to likelihood to see film
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High

f. Differentiating the Giant Screen theater

Venue experience: Most important theater characteristics
The factors that define the Giant Screen experience are not of highest importance to consumers
when they select a theater. Image quality is among their most important criteria, but sound system
and screen size are not.
Consumers consider ticket price, condition of the theater, the distance/time from home and seat
comfort to be more important than screen size in selecting a theater.
Giant Screen theaters need to promote the theater’s strengths on all of the factors that consumers
value rather than focusing narrowly on screen size or image quality. Theaters can also increase the
perceived importance of screen size and sound quality by reminding consumers about the role
these features play in delivering a superior experience.

Most important theater characteristics: Audience Survey results
When you’re deciding to see a movie (any type of movie, not only Giant Screen
films) what are the most important characteristics of the theater itself?

Image quality (clarity, sharpness)

57%

Ticket price

56%

Condition of the theater (clean, well-maintained)

54%

Distance, travel time from your home

52%

Seat comfort

47%

Sound system

42%

Screen size

40%

Parking convenience

33%

Ease of ticket purchase

20%

Attitude of the staff (friendly, helpful)
Premium seating or concessions (plush chairs, in-seat
service, etc.)
Concessions available

17%
12%
9%
Percent “important”

Base: All Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents (2622). Multiple responses accepted, results total to greater than 100%.

Regional differences
European and Chinese audiences place more importance on image clarity (64%, 68%), sound system
(47%, 55%), and screen size (47%, 55%), than do North American audiences.
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Venue experience: Most important theater characteristics

Audience members are broadly similar to the General Market in what’s most important and least
important to them when selecting a theater.
•

There are four theater characteristics that are more important to Documentary Giant Screen
Audiences than to the General Market: condition of the theater, parking convenience, distance
and travel time to reach the theater, and screen size.

•

General Market consumers place slightly more importance on premium seating/concessions and
on seat comfort than do Giant Screen audiences.

Most important theater characteristics: Areas of difference between
Audience Members and the General Market
When you’re deciding to see a movie (any type of movie, not only Giant Screen
films) what are the most important characteristics of the theater itself?
Audience Survey

General Market
54%

Condition of the theater (clean, well-maintained)

45%
33%
26%

Parking convenience

52%
47%

Distance, travel time from your home

40%
35%

Screen size
Premium seating or concessions (plush chairs, in-seat
service, etc.)

12%
16%
47%
51%

Seat comfort
Percent “important”

Base: All Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents (1639). All General Market consumers (995). Multiple
responses accepted, results total to greater than 100%.
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More important to
Audience Members
than the General
Market

Venue experience: Comparing Giant Screen theaters to other theaters

Giant Screen theaters will need to differentiate and show superiority beyond the audio-visual
experience to increase attendance from existing audience members.
•

Audience Members see Giant Screen theaters as significantly better than other theaters in their
local area for technical superiority—screen size, image quality, and sound system. Theater
condition is also a strength for Giant Screen theaters.

•

Beyond technical superiority and theater condition, Giant Screen theaters are either at parity or
at a competitive disadvantage to other local theaters.
Audience Members venue experience:
Comparing Giant Screen theaters to other theaters
Please keep in mind that Giant Screen theaters have screens that are at least 5 stories high and are
part of a museum, science center, zoo or other destination attraction. How does the Giant Screen
theater you visited most recently compare to other theaters in your area?

About the same

Other theaters are better

Giant Screen theater is better

Screen size

-2%
-8%

Sound system

-3%-19%

Image quality (clarity, sharpness)

-10% -20%

Condition of the theater (clean, well-maintained)

-4%

Attitude of the staff (friendly, helpful)

-3%

Seat comfort
Premium seating or concessions
Ease of ticket purchase

-14%
-21%
-9%

90%
77%
70%

-36%

60%

-45%

52%

-39%
-45%
-57%

48%
34%
34%

Ticket price

-30%

-41%

28%

Parking convenience

-38%

-38%

25%

Distance, travel time from home

-46%

Concessions available

-33%

-33%
-48%

21%
19%

Percent of Audience Members
Base: Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents, attended Giant Screen film in last 12 months (1864)

Regional differences
Chinese audiences view Giant Screen theaters as superior to other theaters in their area on most criteria
(seat comfort, ticket price, ease of ticket purchase, and parking convenience), as well as offering better
image quality, screen size, and sound system.
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Venue experience: Comparing Giant Screen theaters to other theaters

•

Giant Screen theaters are clearly differentiated in the General Market for their technical
superiority—screen size, image quality, and sound system.

•

Giant Screen theaters also have a slight advantage on seat comfort, premium offerings, and
overall theater condition, in the minds of the General Market.

•

Other theaters are seen as offering better ticket prices than do Giant Screen venues.

•

In all other areas, most of the General Market sees no meaningful difference between Giant
Screen theaters and other theaters in their area. This indicates that while Giant Screen theaters
are not at a significant disadvantage, there is a need to clearly define for the General Market
what Giant Screen theaters can offer above and beyond technical superiority.

General Market Consumers venue experience:
Comparing Giant Screen theaters to other theaters
Please keep in mind that Giant Screen theaters have screens that are at least 5 stories high and are
part of a museum, science center, zoo or other destination attraction. How does the Giant Screen
theater you visited most recently compare to other theaters in your area?

About the same

Other theaters are better

Giant Screen theater is better

Screen size

-7%-8%

81%

Image quality (clarity, sharpness)

-7% -20%

75%

Sound system

-8% -19%

72%

Seat comfort

-12%

Premium seating or concessions
Condition of the theater (clean, well-maintained)
Attitude of the staff (friendly, helpful)

-36%

53%

-11%

-40%

49%

-8%

-43%

49%

-7%

-52%

41%

Parking convenience

-14%

-53%

33%

Ease of ticket purchase

-13%

-54%

33%

Concessions available

-14%

-54%

32%

Ticket price

-45%

Distance, travel time from home

-32%

-28%
-33%

27%
26%

Percent of General Market
Base: General Market consumers, seen Giant Screen film in last 12 months (1100)
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Differentiating the Giant Screen theater experience:
Current documentary audiences

Comparing the importance of theater characteristics to opinions about Giant Screen theaters
relative to competitors provides guidance for prioritizing resources.
Current audiences consider Giant Screen theaters better than the competition in four key areas –
image quality, theater condition, screen size and sound system. These attributes should be
emphasized in marketing communications, and should receive the resources needed to maintain
a high level of performance.

•

Theaters should consider opportunities to address competitive weaknesses – most notably ticket
price, distance/travel time, and seat comfort . These are important to documentary film
audiences, and Giant Screen theaters currently fall short of competitors in all three areas.

•

Staff attitude is not currently of high importance when audiences select a theater; however, there
may be an opportunity for Giant Screen theaters to elevate its importance through marketing
communications.

Most

•

Competitor strengths:
Priority for improvement
Ticket price

Image quality
Condition of
the theater

Distance,
travel time
from home

Importance

Giant Screen theater strengths:
Focus and Maintain

Seat comfort
Sound system
Screen size

Parking convenience

Ease of ticket
purchase

Least

Concessions
available

Premium
seating

Attitude of the
staff

Safely ignore
Other theaters are better
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Promote or invest selectively
Performance

Giant Screen theaters are better

Differentiating the Giant Screen theater experience:
General Market consumers

Giant Screen theaters have several important strengths that can be leveraged to attract
consumers from the General Market, particularly image quality, seat comfort, theater condition,
and sound system . These four attributes are important to consumers, and areas where Giant
Screen theaters are seen as superior to other theaters.

•

Ticket price is the primary weakness to address with consumers, either by ensuring consumers
have an accurate understanding of Giant Screen theater ticket prices or taking steps to make
pricing more competitive.

•

A defining attribute of the Giant Screen experience—screen size—is not currently of high
importance to General Market consumers; however, there is an opportunity for Giant Screen
theaters to elevate the importance of screen size by linking it to image quality in the consumer’s
mind.

Most

•

Competitor advantage:
Priority for improvement

Giant Screen theater advantage : Focus
and maintain

Image
quality

Ticket price
Seat comfort
Distance, travel time
from home

Sound system

Importance

Theater condition

Screen size

Parking
convenience
Ease of ticket
purchase

Least

Concessions available

Premium seating
Attitude of the
staff
Promote or invest selectively

Safely ignore
Other theaters are better
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Performance

Giant Screen theaters are better

Increasing theater attendance with new offerings

The research assessed opportunities to increase theater attendance with nine offerings. Many of
the new offerings tested have potential to increase theater attendance. Individual theaters have the
flexibility to determine which of these offerings fit best with their venue and audience profile.
•

Consumers show greater interest in offerings that impact the price/value of the experience –
combination tickets, discounts at area restaurants/attractions, double-features. These types of
offerings may help mitigate perceptions that Giant Screen theaters are not cost-competitive with
other theaters in their local area.

•

The choice of documentary films or DMR movies interests most current Audience Members and
General Market consumers.

•

18+ showings have more limited appeal overall, however, these have more appeal to General
Market consumers than to existing Audiences.
Offerings to increase theater attendance
Are you more likely to go to a Giant Screen theater in an attraction/destination
(museum, science center, zoo, etc.) if…
Audience Results

General Market

You can save money with a combination ticket to
visit the exhibits/attraction and see a Giant Screen
movie

73%
74%

You can see a double-feature of two Giant Screen
films, at a discounted price

72%
71%

Your movie ticket can be used for discounts at other
attractions in the area, or at nearby restaurants

69%
70%

You have a choice of seeing both educational and
Hollywood-style movies

67%
68%

You can go to a Giant Screen film and see an
exhibit on the same topic (for example, a natural
disaster exhibit and the film Tornado Alley)
It offers rewards for loyal customers (like 'frequent
flyer' points toward free tickets/concessions, or
access to special events)

66%
63%
66%
61%
55%
57%

You can reserve your specific seat in advance
Movies are shown after the attraction/destination's
normal visiting hours (for example, after 5pm)
It offers showings for audiences 18+

59%
57%
41%
47%
Percent “much” or a “little” more likely

Base: All Giant Screen Audience Survey respondents (2622). All General Market consumers (2495).
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Increasing theater attendance with new offerings

•

Current viewers show stronger interest in offerings that reflect their interest in the theater and the venue –
seeing a film and a related exhibit and rewards programs. These two offerings have more potential to
solidify the relationship with existing audiences and relatively less potential to increase overall attendance
by attracting lapsed viewers or new viewers.

•

Offers that reduce cost or provide more value are of interest across all segments (such as double-features,
combination tickets, discounts at area attractions/restaurants).

•

The opportunity to choose between educational and DMR content is of interest to current audiences, as
well as to lapsed viewers and consumers who have never attended a documentary Giant Screen film.

Offerings to increase attendance:
Most compelling offers for current viewers, lapsed viewers, never viewed
Are you more likely to go to a Giant Screen theater in an attraction/destination (museum, science center, zoo,
etc.) if…

Viewers
(attended Giant Screen
documentary film in last 12
months)

• You can see a double-feature of two Giant Screen films, at a discounted price
(76%)
• You can save money with a combination ticket to visit the exhibits/attraction and
see a Giant Screen movie (76%)
• You can go to a Giant Screen film and see an exhibit on the same topic (for
example, a natural disaster exhibit and the film Tornado Alley) (72%)
• Your movie ticket can be used for discounts at other attractions in the area, or at
nearby restaurants (72%)
• You have a choice of seeing both educational and Hollywood-style movies (70%)
• It offers rewards for loyal customers (like 'frequent flyer' points toward free tickets/
concessions, or access to special events) (68%)

Lapsed Viewers
(attended Giant Screen
documentary film more than
12 months ago)

• You can save money with a combination ticket to visit the exhibits/attraction and
see a Giant Screen movie (73%)
• Your movie ticket can be used for discounts at other attractions in the area, or at
nearby restaurants (68%)
• You have a choice of seeing both educational and Hollywood-style movies (67%)
• You can see a double-feature of two Giant Screen films, at a discounted price
(66%)

Never Viewed
(never attended Giant
Screen documentary film)

• You can save money with a combination ticket to visit the exhibits/attraction and
see a Giant Screen movie (67%)
• Your movie ticket can be used for discounts at other attractions in the area, or at
nearby restaurants (64%)
• You can see a double-feature of two Giant Screen films, at a discounted price
(64%)
• You have a choice of seeing both educational and Hollywood-style movies (62%)

Percentages shown in table represent “much” or “little” more likely to attend theater
Base: All respondents (Audience Survey and General Market) - Documentary Viewers (2964), Lapsed Viewers
(1010), Never visited (1143).
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Appendix

Appendix A:
Description of Giant Screen theater and film types used in survey
To ensure survey respondents understood what is meant by Giant Screen theater and the types
of content shown on these theaters, all respondents were shown this information before
answering questions about their past experience attending these types of films/theaters, and
their likelihood to return in the future. These definitions were also referenced, in briefer form,
later in the survey as a reminder.
To avoid biasing respondents, these descriptions were introduced only after respondents were
asked about their familiarity and opinions of “Giant Screen”, IMAX, digital, and 3D.

In this survey you’ll be asked your opinion of Giant Screen theaters, and two types of films that are
typically shown in these theaters--documentaries and “Hollywood” movies. Please keep these
definitions in mind as you complete the survey.
Giant Screen theater
• Specially designed theaters featuring screens at least
five stories high and powerful sound systems. These
theaters can be either flat screen or dome.
• Typically part of museums, science centers,
aquariums, zoos or other types of educational or
cultural destinations/attractions.
• Screen size and sound system are designed to
immerse viewers in larger-than-life, crystal-clear
images with realistic sound, to make viewers feel as if
they are in the picture.

Documentary films on the Giant Screen
• Documentary films are meant to inform, educate and entertain audiences.
• These films are typically about 40 minutes long and may or may not be in 3D.
• Popular documentary Giant Screen films in recent years include: Air Racers 3D, Arabia, Born to be
Wild, Bugs!, Flight of the Butterflies, Galapagos 3D, Hubble 3D, Jerusalem, Journey to the South
Pacific, Mysteries of the Unseen World, The Last Reef, Rocky Mountain Express, Sea Rex, Titans of
the Ice Age, Tornado Alley, To The Arctic, and Watermelon Magic.
“Hollywood” movies on the Giant Screen
• Movies produced by major Hollywood studios
• Full feature length--usually 90 minutes or longer
• Shown in a range of theater settings--Cineplex, Giant Screen theaters and others.
• Popular “Hollywood” movies shown in Giant Screen theaters in recent years include: Avatar: An
IMAX 3D Experience, The Dark Knight: The IMAX Experience, Gravity: An IMAX 3D Experience,
Man of Steel: An IMAX 3D Experience, and The Polar Express: An IMAX 3D Experience.
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Appendix B: Giant Screen theater audience profiling

Giant Screen audience profiling

In addition to profiling the audience for documentary Giant Screen films, the research also looks at
the characteristics of consumers who attend Giant Screen theaters to see all types of films--only
DMR movies, both DMR and documentary content, or only documentary content on the Giant
Screen.
• Documentary-only viewers make up the largest segment of Giant Screen theater audiences

(55%).
• One in four Giant Screen theater audience members has seen both a documentary and a DMR

film on the Giant Screen in the last three months.
• DMR-only viewers are a minority of Giant Screen theater audiences (20%) in the last three

months.

Giant Screen theater audiences: Segments by film type
Audience members who have seen a Giant Screen film in the last three months.
Segments based on self-report of the type of film seen.

Recent DMR viewer only,
20%

Both documentary and
DMR viewer, 25%

Recent documentary
viewer only, 55%

Base: Recent Giant Screen theater audience members, 1939: 385 saw DMR only, 1061 saw documentary only, 493 saw
both DMR and documentary.
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Giant Screen theater audience demographics: Age, gender, ethnicity

DMR films attract more men and younger audiences than do documentary films.
• Consumers attending Giant Screen theaters only to see DMR films are younger. 38% of DMR

audience members are under age 34, compared to 26% of consumers seeing documentary films.
Consumers attending only documentary films are twice as likely as DMR-only audiences to be age
55 or older (31% vs. 15%).
• While documentaries attract a higher percentage of women (60%), audiences coming to the Giant

Screen theater to see only DMR films are more likely to be men (59%).
Age
Into which of the following categories does your age fall?

16-24

25-34
27%

11% 9% 9%

Recent DMR viewer

35-44

17% 19%

45-54

31%

26% 25% 29%

Recent Documentary viewer

21%

17% 16%

27%

15%

Both Documentary and DMR recent viewer

Ethnicity*

Gender
What is your gender?

Which group do you consider yourself to belong to?
Recent DMR

48%

Male

55+

40%

Recent
Both Doc. and
Documentary
DMR

Black, Afr. descent

5%

2%

5%

Asian descent

7%

6%

6%

Hispanic, Latino

4%

2%

2%

S. Asian, East Indian

2%

3%

4%

White, Caucasian

76%

77%

72%

Mixed race

3%

2%

4%

Both Documentary and DMR recent viewer

Other

0%

2%

2%

Recent Documentary Viewer

Prefer not to say

4%

5%

6%

59%

52%

Female

60%
41%
0%

75%

Recent DMR viewer

Base: Recent Giant Screen theater audience members: 385 saw DMR only, 1061 saw documentary only, 493 saw both
DMR and documentary.
*Race/ethnicity asked in North America only.
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Giant Screen theater audience demographics: Income, education

Giant Screen theater audiences are consistently middle/upper-middle income and well educated,
regardless of the type of film they are attending.

Education

Household Income
If you added together the yearly incomes, before taxes, of all
the members of your household, what would the total be?

Both Documentary and DMR recent viewer
Recent Documentary viewer
Recent DMR viewer

$150,000 or
more

What is the highest level of education completed by
anyone in your household?

Both Documentary and DMR viewer
Recent Documentary viewer
Recent DMR viewer

20%

29%

Post-graduate
degree

14%
19%

30%
31%

21%

$100-$149,000

21%

44%

22%

College/University
graduate

35%
43%

35%

$50-$99,000

38%
35%
23%

Less than
$50,000

25%
26%

Some college or
less

30%
22%

24%

0%
50%
Base: Excludes “prefer not to say”: 309 saw DMR only, 752
saw documentary only, 374 saw both DMR and
documentary.
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0%

50%

Base: Recent Giant Screen theater audience members: 385
saw DMR only, 1061 saw documentary only, 493 saw both
DMR and documentary.

Giant Screen theater audience demographics: Marriage and family

• Regardless of the type of film they are seeing, a large portion of Giant Screen theater audiences

are married and have children.
• While consumers who attend only DMR films in Giant Screen theaters are married, engaged or in

a relationship, they are less likely to have children then consumers attending documentaries.

Marital status

Children in the household
Do you have children?

What is your marital or relationship status?

54%
57%
46%

Married/civil union

16%
15%

Single

25%

Prefer not to say

Yes, have
children

16%
14%
19%

Committed relationship,
engaged

Divorced/separated/widowed

57%

8%
9%
6%

6%
5%
4%

63%

41%

Both Documentary and DMR recent viewer
Recent Documentary Viewer
Both Documentary and DMR recent
viewer

Recent DMR viewer

Recent Documentary viewer
Recent DMR viewer

Base: Recent Giant Screen theater audience members: 385 saw DMR only, 1061 saw documentary only, 493 saw both
DMR and documentary.
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Giant Screen theater audience demographics: Life stage

• Singles and Couples without Kids are more likely to visit a Giant Screen theater to see a DMR film

than a documentary film.
• Conversely Baby Boomers and Beyond are more likely to visit a Giant Screen theaters to see

documentaries (31%) than to see DMR films (15%).

Life stage
Recent DMR
Viewer

Recent Documentary
Viewer

Both Documentary and
DMR Viewer

Singles

23%

11%

13%

Couples without Kids

28%

16%

19%

Families with Kids

32%

38%

39%

Baby Boomers

15%

31%

27%

Other group

3%

3%

3%

Base: Recent Giant Screen theater audience members: 385 saw DMR only, 1061 saw documentary only, 493 saw both
DMR and documentary.
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Giant Screen theater audiences: Group composition and size

When asked who they attended the film with, DMR films attract more Couple without Kids (34%),
compared to documentary films (26%). DMR films also attract audiences attending with just friends
(20%), or with a mixed group of friends and family (33%)
Documentary audiences are more likely to include a parent attending with their children (18%),
compared to DMR audiences (7%).
Documentary audiences attend in larger groups than do DMR audiences: 50% of people who attend
only documentary films come with 3 or more people compared to 37% of DMR-only visitors.

Group composition
Who did you see this particular movie with?

Me and the
kids

Family spouse and
kids

Couples no
kids
34%

Friends only

Other mixed
group

Went alone

34%

33%

26%
18%
7%

25%
20%

15% 15%
9%

11%

7%

Recent DMR viewer

19%
14%

12%
6%

Recent Documentary viewer

9%

Both Documentary and DMR recent viewer

Average group size
Recent DMR Viewer

Recent Documentary
Viewer

Both Doc. and DMR
Viewer

3

3

3

1 person (alone)

12%

6%

9%

2 people

51%

44%

44%

3 people

14%

19%

16%

4 people

13%

20%

19%

5+ people

10%

11%

11%

Average group size

Base: Recent Giant Screen theater audience members: 385 saw DMR only, 1061 saw documentary only, 493 saw
both DMR and documentary.
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Giant Screen theater audience: Travel time and food/beverage spending

Consumers who see DMR movies are twice as likely to buy concessions at the theater than are
documentary audiences (49% vs. 26%).
Spending on food
Did you buy a meal, snacks or drinks
before or after the movie?
No, concessions not
available at theater

No, didn't buy food or
drink before or after
Yes, restaurant/café at Yes, concessions at
the theater/venue
the theater
the movie
Yes, somewhere else

49%

47%

37%
20%
2%

27%

26%

26%
18% 17%

13%

6% 3%
Recent DMR viewers

Recent Documentary viewers

18%

14%

Both DMR and Documentary viewers

Audiences who attend both DMR and documentary films at Giant Screen theaters are more likely
to live nearby (26% travel less than 15 minutes to the theater). The convenience of the location
may make the Giant Screen theater a frequent destination, regardless of what’s showing.

Travel time to theater
About how long does it take you in minutes to get to this theater from your house?

More than 60
minutes

46-60 minutes

31-45 minutes

16-30 minutes
38%

13%

19%
8%

11% 13% 9%

Recent DMR viewers

21% 20%
18%

Recent Documentary viewers

34%

15 minutes or less

39%
26%
17%

14%

Both DMR and Documentary viewers

Base: Recent Giant Screen theater audience members: 385 saw DMR only, 1061 saw documentary only, 493 saw both
DMR and documentary.
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Giant Screen theater audience: Entertainment and movie consumption

Consumers who attend DMR movies on the Giant Screen pay for entertainment outside the home
more frequently, and also see more movies/films outside the home than do consumers who see
only documentary films on the Giant Screen.
• DMR audiences (including those who’ve seen only DMR or both DMR and documentaries on the

Giant Screen) are more likely to pay for entertainment outside the home at least once a month
(81% and 83% respectively, compared to 60% of documentary-only viewers).
• Consumers who have seen both documentaries and DMR content on the Giant Screen are the

heaviest consumers of movies: 43% see 15 or more films a year outside their home (including all
types of films).

Paying for entertainment
How often do you pay for entertainment, performance, movies, exhibits, festivals,
concerts, sports events, or other activities outside of your home?
Recent DMR viewers

Rarely/never

Recent Documentary viewers

At least a few
times a year

Both DMR and Documentary viewers

At least once
At least once a
every 2-3 months
month

32%
29%29%

4%

5%

1%

32%

At least once a
week

36%

21%

19%
15%
11%

18%

0%

Several times a
month

18%
17%
10%

5%

Movie viewership
How many times in the last year have you gone out to see a movie? [Includes all theater and film types]
Recent DMR viewer

Recent Documentary viewer

1-4

Both DMR and Documentary recent viewer

5-9

10-14

15+
43%

37%

33%

29%

13%

25%

25%

27%

33%

19%
12%

5%

Base: Recent Giant Screen theater audience members: 385 saw DMR only, 1061 saw documentary only, 493 saw both
DMR and documentary.
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Technology

DMR audiences are more interested in technology than audiences who see only documentaries on
the Giant Screen. DMR audiences are twice as likely to consider themselves early adopters of
technology.
While consumers who attend only documentaries on the Giant Screen are less likely to consider
themselves early adopters, the majority own smartphones and tablets.

Role of technology
What describes how technology fits into your life?
Recent DMR viewers
I'm usually one of the first
people I know to use new
technology. I like to try new
things, be on the cutting edge

Recent Documentary viewers
I like new technologies,
especially with practical
applications (time saver,
productivity helpers)
64%
54%

Both DMR and Documentary viewers

I rely on technology to stay
I usually wait until technology
connected to friends, family, has become mainstream before
etc.
trying it.

60%
45%

38%

33%

45%

40%
30%

17%

20%

16%

Number of devices

Technology devices for personal use
What types of devices do you have for personal use?
Recent DMR viewers

Recent Documentary viewers

Recent
DMR

Both DMR and Documentary viewers

Laptop
84%80%83%

Smartphone
91%

76%

Tablet

Desktop

83%
68%
56%

61%

Recent
Both Doc.
Documentary and DMR

53%56%

59%

One device

5%

13%

11%

Two devices

25%

28%

24%

Three devices

39%

34%

33%

Four devices

31%

24%

32%

Base: Recent Giant Screen theater audience members: 385 saw DMR only, 1061 saw documentary only, 493 saw both
DMR and documentary.
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